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INTRODUCTION
The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). The existing Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current development conditions as well as demographic forecasts. Given the interdependent nature of housing and economic trends in the region, staff is updating the two elements in tandem.

This staff report includes background information, an overview of objectives for the dual update, a summary of public outreach efforts, a summary of proposed goals and policies, a summary of the May 30, 2019 joint study session, and referral feedback and responses.

ACTION REQUESTED
Staff requests that Planning Commission approve the proposed updates to the Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan as proposed in Attachment A and Attachment B of this staff report as part of Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005.
I. BACKGROUND

Staff, the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC), and the Planning Commission (PC) identified the need for an update to the Housing element within the last few years. Housing was the focus of a PC sub-committee convened in the fall of 2017 following completion of the most recent major update to the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan.\footnote{The Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan (BVCP) is a separate document from the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan. The BVCP (https://bouldercolorado.gov/bvcp) is a joint cooperative planning document between the City of Boulder and Boulder County that sets forth a vision for development in the Boulder Valley, which is limited to the City of Boulder and its immediate environs. In contrast, the scope of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan is the entirety of Boulder County.} Staff has researched and gathered information to support the BCCP Housing element update since that time. Given the integral relationship between housing and the local economy, the Housing and Economics elements updates are proceeding in tandem.

Housing Element Background

The existing Housing element was created in 1975 and last updated in 1983. The element focuses heavily on the role and responsibilities of the Boulder County Housing Authority.
(BCHA) as a developer and manager of affordable housing. The existing Housing element is centered around three primary goals:

D.1 A diversity of housing types and densities should be encouraged in order to assure decent housing for all persons.

D.2 Quality residential areas, which function as integral neighborhood units with schools, parks and other similar facilities as centers, should be encouraged.

D.3 Rehabilitation of existing residential structures should be promoted where feasible.

These three existing goals touch on key policy considerations (e.g., diversity of housing and preservation of existing housing stock) that staff has integrated into the updated Housing element. However, the existing element does not provide policy guidance for housing topics at the forefront of current discussion in our region, such as accessory dwelling units (ADUs), short-term rentals (STRs), and agricultural worker housing. In addition, the existing language related to Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity housing laws (existing policy HO 1.06) is somewhat outdated and in need of revision.

Like many other counties in the state, Boulder County is experiencing population growth. As a whole, the county experienced an average of 1.3% annual growth from 2010-2017; the unincorporated areas of the county had 0.3% growth during this time. At the end of 2017, the estimated population of Boulder County was 322,854. The State Demography Office forecasts Boulder County will have a population growth rate of 1.1% between 2020 and 2030, reaching 332,134 residents by 2020 and 403,077 residents by 2040.

In addition to development pressures associated with population growth, Boulder County is grappling with a regional housing affordability crisis. According to the Boulder County Regional Housing Partnership’s 2017 Regional Housing Plan (called Expanding Access to Diverse Housing for Our Community), only 5% of all existing housing in Boulder County is considered affordable. A home is considered ‘affordable’ if a household spends no more than 30% of their income on housing. As of 2017, over 50,000 people in Boulder County live in households that are severely cost-burdened, meaning that they spend more than 50% of their incomes on housing.

On October 26, 2017, the BOCC signed Resolution 2017-119, adopting the Boulder County Housing Strategy and signing on to the Regional Housing Plan’s recommended regional goal of securing 12% of the housing inventory as permanently affordable to low- and middle-income households by 2035. Resolution 2017-119 is Attachment H of this staff report. In the Resolution, the BOCC pledged to “support regional actions to create and preserve housing affordability while implementing local housing strategies that address the housing affordability needs of Boulder County.” The existing Housing element policies are not

---

2 Data from the Colorado Department of Local Affairs: https://demography.dola.colorado.gov/colorado-demographic-profiles/
reflective of the county’s commitment to address and work towards solving regional housing issues.

Overall, the Housing element does not accurately recognize current development patterns and pressures in the county. Staff worked to reframe the element from its existing function (directives for BCHA’s activities) to a broader land use focused set of goals and policies that speak to today’s most pressing housing and affordable living-related issues in accordance with the Guiding Principles of the BCCP.

**Economics Element Background**

The existing Economics element was created in 1987. It focuses on the relationship between unincorporated Boulder County and the municipalities. The element also recognizes the importance of the University of Colorado as well as the tourism and recreation industries. The existing Economics element is centered around six primary goals:

- **F.1** A balanced, diversified economy should be encouraged in order to maintain and enhance the quality of life of Boulder County citizens by assuring desirable local employment opportunities and strengthening and stabilizing the tax base.

- **F.2** Adequate regional, community and neighborhood commercial facilities should be encouraged while avoiding conflicting land uses and unnecessary duplication of new commercial areas.

- **F.3** New major commercial and industrial facilities should be located within incorporated areas.

- **F.4** Commercial and industrial development should provide an attractive safe and healthy environment which does not have an adverse impact upon the surrounding areas.

- **F.5** Rehabilitation of existing commercial and industrial facilities should be promoted where feasible.

- **F.6** A climate for industry which is consistent with community growth desires and the ability of the community to absorb growth should be encouraged.

The existing Economics element’s policies do not reflect the fact that the county is not currently engaged in active economic development activities. The local municipalities (i.e., cities and towns) serve as the hubs for the regional economy. The proposed updated Economics element clarifies that the county is seeking to meet the economic needs of the community in a sustainable manner. For example, the county supports agricultural and small businesses that can operate within the rural character and infrastructure of the unincorporated area of the county. The map below illustrates areas of existing business and commercial zoning in the unincorporated county. Clusters of economic activity surround unincorporated communities in the mountains as well as the plains.
The proposed Economics element celebrates the importance of these small commercial districts that contribute to the economic fabric of the county while helping to maintain the county’s rural character. It also recognizes the important role of the agricultural economy and the need to provide adequate services to support the health and safety of the county’s existing rural and remote communities.

Objectives

The objectives for this dual BCCP update process are listed here.

- Refresh policies to reflect current conditions and priorities.
- Align with the Guiding Principles of the BCCP. The Guiding Principles, adopted in 2012, serve as an overarching framework for the BCCP. Several of the Guiding Principles directly relate to housing and economic topics. The Principles call for the county to preserve our natural systems and the environment; maintain the distinction between urban and rural areas; support a dynamic, stable, and flexible local economy; and support social equity in policymaking. The Guiding Principles are included as Attachment G of this staff report.
- Integrate knowledge of best planning practices as well as examples of policies from progressive peer jurisdictions across the country.
- Integrate outcomes from regional planning efforts (such as the Boulder County Regional Housing Partnership’s Regional Housing Plan) by both protecting existing affordable housing in the county and considering limited increases in density where appropriate.
• Engage the community to ensure that public input is integrated throughout the updated housing and economic goals and policies.

Public Outreach Efforts
Staff took a multi-pronged approach to collect public input on housing and economics topics for the BCCP Housing and Economics elements update process.

Beginning in November 2018, staff hosted four open houses in different locations throughout the county (Boulder, Nederland, Allenspark, and Longmont). The open houses presented an opportunity for the public to learn about the BCCP update process, read relevant data on housing affordability challenges from the Regional Housing Plan, view example comprehensive plan policies from peer jurisdictions, talk to staff, and provide initial feedback on housing and economics topics.

Staff also employed an outreach strategy that involved leveraging regularly scheduled meetings of local stakeholder groups. Rather than asking housing and economic-minded community members to attend a separate meeting focused solely on our BCCP updates, staff took relevant focus questions to audiences that were already meeting to discuss related topics. During these meetings, one or two Land Use staff members provided an overview of the BCCP and the update process and engaged in discussions to help clarify priority topics to address as part of the update. Staff sent over 25 meeting requests in November 2018. Eleven groups responded to staff’s requests and chose to host a BCCP Housing and Economics elements update discussion:

• Peak to Peak Housing and Human Services Alliance
• Boulder County Regional Housing Partnership (Regulatory Subcommittee)
• Boulder County Area Agency on Aging Advisory Council
• Better Boulder
• Homeless Solutions for Boulder County
• Mad Agriculture
• Boulder Regional Business Partnership
• PLAN-Boulder County
• Niwot Local Improvement District
• Boulder County Local Coordinating Council
• Hygiene Community Association

Staff has maintained communications with this network of organizations throughout the BCCP Housing and Economic elements update process to keep them informed of the status of updates and to request their input.

In addition to the in-person meetings noted above, staff collected public input on housing and economics topics via an online comment form. See Attachment C of this staff report for a summary of public comment themes from the open houses and community group meetings as well as all comments staff has received through the online form or over email.
Table 1. Timeline of BCCP Housing and Economics Elements Update Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC Authorization to Update Housing and Economics Elements</td>
<td>Fall 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research of Peer Jurisdictions’ Policies and Best Practices</td>
<td>August – November 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open House in Boulder (at Boulder Main Public Library)</td>
<td>November 13, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open House in Nederland (at Nederland Community Center)</td>
<td>November 27, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open House in Allenspark (at The Old Gallery)</td>
<td>November 29, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open House in Longmont (at St. Vrain Community Hub)</td>
<td>December 3, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Group Meetings</td>
<td>December 2018 – February 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafting Updated Housing and Economics Content</td>
<td>March – May 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint BOCC/PC Study Session</td>
<td>May 30, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal County Staff Referral</td>
<td>July 2 – July 19, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Public Referral</td>
<td>August 28 – September 20, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further Revision of Draft Content</td>
<td>September – October 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PC Public Hearing and Decision</strong></td>
<td><strong>October 16, 2019</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED GOALS AND POLICIES

The complete proposed Housing element is Attachment A of this staff report. The complete proposed Economics element is Attachment B.

The proposed Housing and Economic elements generally follow the following format:

1. Introduction and Purpose
2. Background
3. Goals and Associated Policies
   a. Goal 1: Value statements
   b. Goal 2: Role of Boulder County and others in facilitating actions related to the values
   c. Goal 3: How Boulder County will specifically act on the values
   d. Goal 4: Stakeholder engagement and public participation

Proposed Housing Element

Goal 1. Value. Boulder County is an inclusive, culturally responsive community that values, respects, and seeks to support the housing needs of all individuals while adhering to the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.

Policy 1.01 Diversity of Housing Types
Policy 1.02 Preservation of Existing Housing
Policy 1.03 Definition of Family in County Regulations
Policy 1.04 Limited Increases in Density
Policy 1.05 Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity Laws
Policy 1.06 Innovation and Evolution of Housing Solutions
Policy 1.07 Quality Neighborhoods

Goal 2. Advocate and Support. Boulder County supports strategic and collaborative interventions at the local, regional, state, and federal levels to address the availability, accessibility, and preservation of affordable housing.
Policy 2.01 County Regulations
Policy 2.02 Tools and Programs
Policy 2.03 Housing Advocacy
Policy 2.04 Affordable Housing Development
Policy 2.05 Regional Collaboration
Policy 2.06 Tax Assessment
Policy 2.07 Intergovernmental Agreements

Goal 3. Act on Values. Boulder County’s housing-related regulations and decisions reflect the county’s values and the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.
Policy 3.01 Structure Rehabilitation
Policy 3.02 Building Safety
Policy 3.03 Location of Affordable Housing
Policy 3.04 Housing to Support the Agricultural Community
Policy 3.05 Accessory Dwelling Units
Policy 3.06 Prioritize Housing for Residents
Policy 3.07 Mobile Homes and Manufactured Housing
Policy 3.08 Reasonable Accommodation for Disabilities
Policy 3.09 Utilization of Existing Housing
Policy 3.10 Energy and Resource Efficiency
Policy 3.11 Remote Areas
Policy 3.12 Older Adult Housing

Goal 4. Engage. Boulder County actively engages and collaborates with stakeholders and partners to promote the values of affordable living and address the community’s housing needs.
Policy 4.01 On the Ground Engagement
Policy 4.02 Targeted Outreach
Policy 4.03 Representation of All Residents

The following table compares the existing Housing element’s goals and policies to staff’s proposed goals and policies. The proposed policy language is a streamlined and refreshed version of concepts that were addressed in the existing element, with some exceptions and additions that address timely planning topics and the regional effort to address housing affordability issues.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Housing Element Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.1</td>
<td>A diversity of housing types and densities should be encouraged to assure decent housing for all persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.2</td>
<td>Quality residential areas, which function as integral neighborhood units with schools, parks and other similar facilities as centers, should be encouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.3</td>
<td>Rehabilitation of existing residential structures should be promoted where feasible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.01</td>
<td>The housing needs for low and moderate income families and senior citizens in Boulder County shall be determined periodically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.02</td>
<td>Federal, state, local government and/or public cooperative effort housing programs should be utilized to meet the housing needs of low and moderate income families and senior citizens. These programs should include the construction of new units, utilization of existing units, and the renovation of substandard units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.03</td>
<td>Standard housing should be maintained at that level and substandard housing should be improved to standard condition if it appears economically feasible. If housing units are dilapidated and unsuitable for rehabilitation, the units should be removed from the housing stock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.04</td>
<td>Special attention should be directed to providing for dispersal of housing for low and moderate income families and low income senior citizens throughout the residential areas of the county with due consideration to other elements of the county Comprehensive Plan and the availability of water and sewer service, fire protection, public transportation, employment, shopping, schools, social services, and recreational activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.05</td>
<td>The enactment of state enabling legislation should be encouraged allowing counties to adopt a housing code and/or Warranty of Habitability, and other legislation enabling the Housing Authority to achieve its long range goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.06</td>
<td>Legislation and policies that enhance equal housing opportunities shall be encouraged and supported, including but not limited to: HO 1.06.01 The elimination of discrimination against any person because of sex, race, color, religion, marital status, or national origin with regard to the sale, financing or rental of housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Housing Element Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.06.02 The elimination of exclusionary or discriminatory practices in zoning, development, and construction.</td>
<td>Tax relief related language (HO 1.06.03) is pulled out as a separate policy in 2.06 Tax Assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.06.03 The development of programs to provide tax relief to low income families and low income senior citizens.</td>
<td>Transportation related language (HO 1.06.04) proposed to be removed; adequate public transportation service should be available for all residents, not just low and moderate income families and older adults. Transit is mainly addressed in the BCCP Transportation element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.06.04 The provision of adequate public transportation service for low and moderate income families and senior citizens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.07 The use of energy conservation and innovative home building techniques in order to reduce construction and/or operating costs without sacrificing safety or desirability of the housing shall be encouraged and supported. When appropriate, the revision or adoption of building and housing codes will be encouraged to meet this objective. For county Housing Authority projects, a preference will be given to developers and contractors that utilize such techniques.</td>
<td>Energy conservation and innovative building techniques component reworded in 3.10 Energy and Resource Efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.01 County Regulations notes that Land Use Code and Building Code updates will follow BCCP policy guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing Authority component in the latter part of the policy proposed to be removed because BCHA has standalone procedures for project bidding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.08 Zoning, planned unit development regulations, and building codes should be promoted to provide quality residential developments of innovative design that offer a good social and economic mix of families through a broad range of prices and rents.</td>
<td>Reframed into diversity component (1.01 Diversity of Housing Types) and regulatory component (2.01 County Regulations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.09 The efficient and effective management of housing units owned by the Housing Authority, and proper administration of the Housing Assistance programs should be ensured.</td>
<td>Proposed to be removed. The BCCP does not need such specific language about BCHA’s function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO 1.10 Housing counseling services, advice, and assistance concerning housing problems to consumers shall be provided.</td>
<td>Proposed to be removed. This service is provided by Boulder County Housing and Human Services, BCHA, and other local/regional organizations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proposed Economics Element**

Goal 1. Value. Boulder County values a balanced approach to achieve a vital regional economy that aligns with the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.
Policy 1.01 Social Protection
Policy 1.02 Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
Policy 1.03 Agriculture
Policy 1.04 Tourism and Recreation
Policy 1.05 Arts and Culture and Historic Preservation
Policy 1.06 Climate Change
Policy 1.07 Needs of Remote Residents
Policy 1.08 Vital Regional Economy

Goal 2. Steward. Boulder County stewards its economy through sound regulations and collaboration.
   Policy 2.01 County Regulations and Decision Making
   Policy 2.02 Intergovernmental Collaboration
   Policy 2.03 Equitable Economic Development
   Policy 2.04 Federal Institutions and Higher Education
   Policy 2.05 Public/Private Cooperation
   Policy 2.06 Support for Local Assets
   Policy 2.07 Data-Informed Decision Making

Goal 3. Preserve and Enhance Local Assets. Boulder County purposefully preserves and enhances its major assets in promoting a vital regional economy.
   Policy 3.01 Local Partnerships and Linkages
   Policy 3.02 Agricultural Infrastructure
   Policy 3.03 Small Businesses
   Policy 3.04 Transit Oriented Development
   Policy 3.05 Services for Existing Rural and Remote Communities
   Policy 3.06 Balancing Regional Economic Growth and Housing Supply
   Policy 3.07 Existing Commercial and Industrial Uses

Goal 4. Engage. Boulder County proactively engages the public and stakeholders in fostering a vital regional economy.
   Policy 4.01 Diverse Stakeholder Engagement
   Policy 4.02 Public Participation
   Policy 4.03 Transparency and Collaboration
   Policy 4.04 Equitable Engagement Best Practices

The following table compares the existing Economic element’s goals and policies to staff’s proposed goals and policies. The proposed policy language retains the importance of the county’s relationship with the local municipalities but clarifies the county’s role in economic planning efforts (e.g., data collection) and clarifies what economic activities are appropriate in the unincorporated areas of the county.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Economics Element Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC 1.01</strong> The county shall obtain and retain current and relevant economic statistics and other information, including data on major industries and employers county-wide, and in the unincorporated area, data on the agricultural, forestry and tourism industries, for the purpose of assessing the employment and economic status of the county and success in moving in the direction of Goal A.4 and the Plan’s “economic conditions” goal statements.</td>
<td>Proposed to be removed. Boulder County considers available data in economic-related decision making (2.07 Data-Informed Decision Making), but the county does not have a role in actively collecting and storing county-wide economic indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC 1.02</strong> The county shall promote the preservation and enhancement of its major assets in attracting new employers: special features of the natural environment, high quality educational and scientific resources, low levels of environmental pollution, sound land use planning and a strong sense of community and neighborhood identity.</td>
<td>The theme of preservation of assets is reworded in Goal 3 Preserve and Enhance Local Assets and expanded upon in 2.06 Support for Local Assets. However, the policies no longer reference an intent to attract new employers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC 1.03</strong> The county shall encourage economic development activities which will help provide additional employment opportunities and adequate incomes for Boulder County residents. The county shall work with the municipalities, public, non-profit, and private sector organizations to insure that economically disadvantaged residents of the county participate in the additional employment and income opportunities resulting from its economic development activities.</td>
<td>The main theme of equity in employment opportunities is reworded in 2.03 Equitable Economic Development. Because the county is not looking to attract new employers by engaging in active economic development efforts, policies 2.02 Intergovernmental Collaboration and 2.05 Private/Public Cooperation highlight the important role of the local municipalities and other entities in fostering the creation of new employment opportunity for county residents who may be economically disadvantaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC 1.04</strong> The county shall function as a resource of land use information for the municipalities within its borders and other entities concerned with its economic health, stability and development.</td>
<td>Proposed to be removed. The county does not have the staff capacity or need to retain detailed land use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Existing Economics Element Goal or Policy** | **Proposed Change**
---|---
Existing information for the local municipalities. Boulder County’s intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) support coordinated land use planning across the county as a whole.

| EC 1.05 | The county shall assist municipalities with their economic development efforts upon request and in keeping with the other goals and policies of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan. |
| Reworded in 2.02 Intergovernmental Collaboration, with the addition of language about the relationship between economic growth and housing supply. |

| EC 1.06 | In its economic development efforts, including support or assistance to municipalities, the county shall recognize the importance of retaining and expanding existing businesses and industries, the significance of small firms and both the benefits and potential drawbacks of attracting new support businesses and industries. |
| 3.03 Small Businesses recognizes the importance of small businesses in the county. The county neither intends to attract significant numbers of new businesses and industries nor intends to conduct active economic development efforts. |

| EC 1.07 | The county shall recognize the importance of tourism and recreation to the local economy and shall encourage the provision of urban and non-urban services and facilities necessary for the continuation and expansion of these activities, consistent with other goals and policies of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan. |
| Reworded in 1.04 Tourism and Recreation. |

| EC 1.08 | The county shall support the University of Colorado as a catalyst for economic activity within the area. |
| The University of Colorado is addressed in 2.04 Federal Institutions and Higher Education. |

| EC 1.09 | The county shall encourage public/private cooperation in addressing the County’s economic goals and objectives. |
| Existing policy language kept as 2.05 Public/Private Cooperation. |

**Economic Goals in the Existing BCCP Overarching Goals** | **Proposed Change**
---|---
F.1 | A balanced, diversified economy should be encouraged in order to maintain and enhance the quality of life of Boulder County citizens by assuring desirable local employment opportunities and strengthening and stabilizing the tax base. |
| The balanced economy concept is addressed in Goal 1, with added reference to the Guiding Principles of the BCCP. |

<p>| F.2 | Adequate regional, community and neighborhood commercial facilities should be encouraged while avoiding conflicting land uses and unnecessary duplication of new commercial areas. |
| 2.06 Support for Local Assets and 3.05 Services for Existing Rural and Remote Communities |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Economics Element Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>address this more effectively and appropriately given current development conditions in the county.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3 New major commercial and industrial facilities should be located within incorporated areas.</td>
<td>Addressed in 1.08 Regional Economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4 Commercial and industrial development should provide an attractive safe and healthy environment which does not have an adverse impact upon the surrounding areas.</td>
<td>The concept of mitigating impacts and ensuring that commercial and industrial uses do not place an undue burden on the rural county is addressed in multiple policies such as 1.08 Regional Economy and 3.05 Services for Existing Rural and Remote Communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5 Rehabilitation of existing commercial and industrial facilities should be promoted where feasible.</td>
<td>Reworded as 3.07 with the addition of language about meeting the county’s climate and sustainability goals and policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.6 A climate for industry which is consistent with community growth desires and the ability of the community to absorb growth should be encouraged.</td>
<td>Proposed to be removed. The county does not plan to absorb significant population growth. New industrial uses should be channeled to the municipalities as the hubs for the local economy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. MAY 30, 2019 JOINT STUDY SESSION SUMMARY

Staff presented draft policy language and topics for consideration to both the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission at a joint study session on Thursday, May 30, 2019. Staff covered outcomes from public outreach efforts to date, as well as a review of example comprehensive plan policies from peer jurisdictions.

Focus questions for the Housing element included:
- Draft policy 3.03 Location of Affordable Housing
  - Are the proposed considerations for new development appropriate?
  - What services are most important to consider when siting new development?
  - How can the policy recognize long term costs of development (e.g., road maintenance, impact on school system, etc.)?
- Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs)
  - Should the county pursue housing affordability and community benefit annexation considerations (e.g., inclusionary zoning) when updating or amending IGAs?
- Draft policy 3.11 Remote Areas
  - Staff requests further feedback on this policy relating to development in especially remote areas.

Focus questions for the Economics element included:
- Does BOCC or Planning Commission have suggested changes for the draft Economics element content?
- How do you feel about adding a policy that recognizes the importance of ‘buying local’ to reduce environmental impacts and support local economic vitality?

In general, BOCC and PC supported the updated elements’ direction and topics of focus. BOCC and PC offered suggestions for improving the draft goal and policy language (e.g., directing staff to explicitly address the relationship between jobs and housing). Staff used feedback from the study session to revise policy language in advance of the referrals. Notable changes include the addition of draft Housing policies 2.07 (Intergovernmental Agreements) and 3.12 (Older Adult Housing) as well as draft Economics policies 3.01.01 (“buying local” sub-policy of Local Partnerships and Linkages) and 3.06 (Balancing Regional Economic Growth and Housing Supply).

IV. REFERRAL FEEDBACK AND RESPONSES

Staff conducted two referral periods for this BCCP update, in which complete drafts of both elements were distributed to interested parties and stakeholder groups. On July 2, 2019, staff circulated an internal referral to county staff from a variety of departments for their review. On August 28, 2019, staff circulated an external public referral to a wide variety of organizations (including groups on the Land Use Department referral agencies list as well as all stakeholder groups that held BCCP meetings in December through February). The external referral was also posted on the project webpage.
A summary of referral comments, as well as staff’s response to those comments, is below. Note that the following tables do not contain an exhaustive list of all received referral responses (e.g., the table does not list ‘no conflict’ responses). Comments are included in the table below if they provided substantive feedback and/or led to a change in a proposed goal or policy. All external referral comments are in Attachment D of this staff report.

Table 4. Housing Element Referral Comments and Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Referral Comment</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Staff Referral (July 2 – July 19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background</strong></td>
<td>Definition of affordable housing: Any housing that is subsidized by the federal, state and local government, or any housing where units are subject to long-term covenants or deed restrictions which require that the units be sold or rented at levels that preserve them as affordable housing for a specific period of time. Definition taken from the Boulder County Regional Partnership’s Regional Housing Plan.</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: Suggested separating definition of “affordable housing” into 1) subsidized affordable housing and 2) market rate affordable housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background</strong></td>
<td>Background text</td>
<td>Various minor word change suggestions from staff in Land Use, Parks and Open Space, Community Services, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.03</strong></td>
<td>Definition of Family. The county takes an expansive view of what constitutes a ‘family’ and supports varied living arrangements that reflect the county's inclusive and welcoming values and commitment to public safety and welfare.</td>
<td>Community Services: “This doesn't feel like a definition and the use of the 'word' family alone feels limiting.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.02</strong></td>
<td>Tools and Programs. Where possible, the county should provide regulatory mechanisms, tools, or programs that ensure affordability, including setting affordability targets for unincorporated Boulder County that are regularly monitored.</td>
<td>Community Services: “There are a few places throughout the document that mention affordability where it feels like accessibility could go alongside affordability.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.04</strong></td>
<td>Boulder County Housing Authority. The county supports the role of Boulder County</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: “Some communities have partnered with employers or private entities to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Authority and other organizations in building and maintaining affordable housing units throughout the county.</td>
<td>address workforce/affordable housing needs. Include BCHA, other organizations, and the private sector?” Community Services: “There are a few places throughout the document that mention affordability where it feels like accessibility could go alongside affordability.”</td>
<td>of only referencing BCHA; added mention of private sector-led housing development. Added mention of accessibility in addition to affordability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.06 Tax Assessment. Boulder County supports the development of programs to provide tax relief to low income families and low income senior citizens.</td>
<td>Community Services: Suggested using the term older adults instead of senior citizens.</td>
<td>Changed senior citizens to older adults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.01 Structure Rehabilitation. The county enables rehabilitation of existing residential structures to meet current health and safety standards and regulations.</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: Suggested adding energy standards. Chief Building Official: Suggested adding welfare standards.</td>
<td>Added mention of energy and welfare standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.05 Accessory Dwelling Units. The county will consider accommodating more housing on existing developed parcels in defined areas and circumstances by providing opportunities for well-designed attached and detached accessory dwelling units with limited impacts on the county’s natural resources and transportation infrastructure.</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: Suggested including language around flexibility for duplexes/triplexes (meeting square footage limitations) in addition to ADUs in zoning districts that would otherwise only allow single-family dwellings.</td>
<td>Allowing limited increases in density in the form of creating duplexes or triplexes out of existing single-family homes is a policy decision that warrants more discussion by PC and BOCC. Staff feels that the proposed Housing element policies, including 1.01 Diversity of Housing Types and 3.09 Utilization of Existing Housing, do not preclude this idea from consideration in potential future Land Use Code updates. Therefore, staff is not changing the proposed language of 3.05 in response to this referral comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.06 Prioritize Housing for Residents. The county prioritizes preserving housing units for Boulder County residents and workers and limits visitor- and tourism-serving uses such as short-term</td>
<td>Community Services: “What about prioritization for care recipients moving to their family in Boulder County for assistance and support?”</td>
<td>Added mention of residents’ and workers’ families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rentals. The county evaluates applications for tourism-serving uses based on safety for visitors and county residents in addition to compatibility with neighborhood character.</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: “Consider adding language noting the importance of energy efficiency not only for new building construction, but also for upgrading housing building stock over time to increase energy efficiency and affordability.”</td>
<td>Added mention of renovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.10 Energy and Resource Efficiency. The county encourages the use of energy efficient, low resource impact, and innovative home building techniques. When appropriate, the county will revise or adopt building codes to meet this objective.</td>
<td>Community Services: Suggested changing policy title to “Older Adult Housing” and adding language to better address the needs of older adults.</td>
<td>Changed policy title to Older Adult Housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12 Senior Housing. The county supports varied housing options for older adults to age in their community.</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “Housing affordability. The draft language identifies this issue as a key issue. While there is a place holder regarding the Regional Affordable Housing Plan, it will be important to identify the specific goals and number of units that unincorporated areas, including existing unincorporated areas that are part of municipal planning reserves, have as a target to add to the overall County stock of affordable housing.”</td>
<td>2.02 Tools and Programs addresses setting affordability targets. However, the BCCP is an aspirational document; policies and goals are written with the intent to last 10+ years. The county does adopt quantitative goals for housing issues, but those goals are recorded in other documents and not the BCCP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.02 &amp; 2.04 Tools and Programs &amp; Affordable Housing Development</td>
<td>City of Longmont: “The County mentions Community Service Areas as appropriate areas for locations for affordable housing. It might be helpful to have greater definition for these areas and include a map. It was not clear from the text in the plan how these areas have been identified. In addition, the City would encourage the County to develop policies that ensure affordable housing is not concentrated in a single area; instead, affordable housing should be dispersed throughout the County.”</td>
<td>Community Service Areas are defined by the county’s intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) with the local municipalities. IGA maps are available online on the county’s IGA webpage. The Super IGA incorporates the Community Services Areas of each municipality. Article 18 of the Land Use Code contains a definition for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.04 Affordable Housing Development states that the county supports the building and maintenance of affordable and accessible housing units throughout the county.</td>
<td>Community Service Area that references each municipality’s relevant IGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.03</strong> Location of Affordable Housing</td>
<td><strong>City of Boulder:</strong> “Affordable housing is appropriate anywhere housing is appropriate… You may want to clarify the difference between affordable and permanently affordable housing. Some housing may currently be affordable, but without some sort of permanent affordability covenant or agreement – it may not be affordable in the future. Therefore, you may only want to give policy preferences to housing that is permanently affordable.”</td>
<td>Added a statement that affordable housing is appropriate anywhere housing is appropriate; added mention of permanently affordable housing in the list of locational factors; clarified that the listed location factors mainly relate to multi-unit housing developments at greater densities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.05</strong> Accessory Dwelling Units</td>
<td><strong>City of Longmont:</strong> “The City of Longmont would like to see more information on ADU requirements and where they fit within the County’s zoning and defined areas. The City of Longmont has allowed ADU’s in our residential zoning districts for several years. We continue to encourage these in appropriate areas as part of our overall housing strategy and would encourage the County to look at additional options for ADUs.”</td>
<td>The Land Use Code details the specific areas and circumstances in which ADUs are permitted in the unincorporated county. This proposed policy will provide guidance that will likely result in regulatory Land Use Code updates in the near future. Through the Land Use Code update process, the county can consider allowing ADUs in additional areas and circumstances than what is currently allowed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.05</strong> Accessory Dwelling Units</td>
<td><strong>Human Service Alliance:</strong> “ADUs. Section 1.04 and 3.05 could more explicitly call for slight increases in densities on existing rural properties to promote ADUs that</td>
<td>This proposed policy will provide guidance that will likely result in regulatory Land Use Code updates in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow for seniors to age in place and provide for lower density additions of affordable units. If fact 2.03 reads as if this priority is to move seniors into denser settlements.”</td>
<td>the near future. Through the Land Use Code update process, the county can consider allowing ADUs in additional areas and circumstances than what is currently allowed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.07 Mobile Homes and Manufactured Housing</td>
<td>City of Boulder: Suggestion to add “modular, or other housing” to language in 3.07.03</td>
<td>Incorporated suggested addition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.02 Targeted Outreach</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “Engagement. Para 4.02 would benefit from a more specific reference to cultural diversity and our Spanish-speaking population.”</td>
<td>Added mention of residents who speak languages other than English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “There were a couple of elements in the previous version which had a stronger social equity lens and have been replaced with more generic language. For example, HO 1.03 rewrite proposals lose the idea of economically feasible. We suggest adding language that impact on housing affordability should be taken into account. HO 1.08 called for an outcome of ‘good social and economic mix of families through a broad range of prices and rents’. This economic diversity lens is lost in the proposed revisions in 1.01 and 1.02. We are very happy to see the emphasis on affordability, but in general feel that stronger language and targets around affordable housing, aging in place, diversity of housing stock and acknowledgement of cultural diversity of rural residents would be more effective.”</td>
<td>Feasible rehabilitation is addressed in 3.01 Structure Rehabilitation; the challenges that can entail are addressed in 1.02 Preservation of Existing Housing. Staff does not feel that existing policy HO 1.08 provides appropriate policy guidance, especially considering that the county is not currently approving new subdivisions. Staff does not propose to change 1.01 Diversity of Housing Types.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Various Policies

Proposed Change

Karen Gerrity: “Regarding the goals and policies and specifically 1.01, 1.02 and 1.06, it’s important to recognize the needs for diverse housing types, preservation of existing housing, and innovation and evolution of housing solutions in the mountain communities.

How will County Regulations “align with these values” as stated in 2.01? What Tools and Programs as mentioned in 2.02 will be utilized to “ensure affordability and accessibility” in the mountain communities?

How will the County encourage “feasible rehabilitation of existing residential structures” and “bring non-conforming residential structures to compliance” in our mountain towns? These are lofty goals and it would be helpful to understand how these will be realized.”

Regulatory (i.e., Land Use Code) and programmatic updates will follow the renewed policy guidance from the updated Housing element. Staff has not yet contemplated specific Land Use Code changes for many of the proposed policies. Any Land Use Code changes or new programs that come after the BCCP update will be developed as part of a public process.

Longmont Fire Protection: “No mention of ‘Fire Code’ referenced. There are instances where the Fire and Building Codes work together.”

This is an update to the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan, not the Land Use Code or Building Code. Fire danger is referenced in the BCCP Natural Hazards element.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft Housing Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Referral Comment</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Economics Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Economics Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Internal Staff Referral (July 2 – July 19)</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 Inclusiveness and Diversity. Boulder County recognizes the intersectionality of identities and shall continue to welcome and promote greater inclusiveness and diversity.</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: “Suggest change title from Inclusiveness and Diversity to ‘Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion’ per the BOCC strategic priorities: Increase equity, diversity, and inclusion at Boulder County by implementing Boulder County’s Cultural Responsiveness and Inclusion Roadmap.”</td>
<td>Changed policy title to Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.06 Climate Change. Boulder County values businesses and activities that promote or</td>
<td>BOCC Policy Team: “I'd suggest something like &quot;prevent, mitigate, and</td>
<td>Incorporated the suggested revision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Economics Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop technologies to mitigate and adapt to climate change, and supports sustainable and energy-efficient business practices, recognizing their contribution to business resilience.</td>
<td>adapt&quot; ... prevention is still a piece of the puzzle on this.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### External Public Referral (August 28 – September 20)

<p>| Background | Background text | Human Service Alliance: “Background Section. The background would benefit from some additional assessment of issues of the rural and unincorporated economy, including rural income inequality, low wages for rural and agricultural production, the need for economic diversification of small farmers, etc. A mention of employment, type and economic contribution of industries located in unincorporated Boulder County, number and type of business licenses, tourism economic contribution, etc. would provide a more solid basis for developing and justifying the Economics Elements section.” | Quantitative data on current conditions inform goal and policy creation. However, the BCCP is an aspirational document; policies and goals are written with the intent to last 10+ years. The background section does not provide a point-in-time community profile, but rather generally describes the makeup of the unincorporated economy. |
| 1.03 Agriculture | recognizes the importance of agriculture in the county. Economic diversification for farmers is also addressed in the BCCCP Agricultural element. |  |
| 2.03 Equitable Economic Development addresses equality in employment opportunities. |  |
| 3.03 Small Businesses | Human Service Alliance: “Home-based businesses: Consider adding a para after 3.03 to include policies that allow for the expansion of home-based business. These are often low impact human services (e.g. home care, health and wellness, telecommuters, etc.) that can generate | Staff does not propose to change the language for 3.03 Small Businesses. The Boulder County Land Use Code regulates home occupations. The |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft Economics Goal or Policy</th>
<th>Referral Comment</th>
<th>Proposed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>employment and services and can help diversify the rural economy.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>home occupation use allows for many types of low impact home-based businesses. Staff could consider Land Use Code updates to alter or expand current provisions for the home occupation use based on policy guidance from the updated Economics element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.05 Services for Existing Rural and Remote Communities</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “General and light industrial areas: Unincorporated Boulder County currently includes several general and light industrial areas. These provide an important economic base for better paying manufacturing and industrial jobs. Future development and redevelopment should seek to preserve this employment base with a focus on their contribution to building a sustainable economy in Boulder County. In the current version the previous citation about industry (F.6) is eliminated with the new version only mentioning commercial and utility services. F.4 and F.5 have also been reworked to remove mention of industry, even light industry.”</td>
<td>Incorporated revisions to the background section of the element to acknowledge existing light and general industrial uses in the unincorporated county. Existing goal F.5 has been reworded as 3.07 with the addition of language about meeting the county’s climate and sustainability goals and policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “Preserving and growing the economic base: To address income inequality and develop the rural economy, the previous wording of section EC 1.06 was better in line with sustainable economic development best practice in its wording ‘importance of retaining and expanding existing business’. We suggest retaining this wording rather than the more watered-down version ‘help small businesses.’”</td>
<td>Existing policy EC 1.06 refers to economic development efforts. The county neither intends to attract significant numbers of new businesses and industries nor intends to expand existing businesses or conduct active economic development efforts beyond the context of existing community character and infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Economics Goal or Policy</td>
<td>Referral Comment</td>
<td>Proposed Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td>Various Policies</td>
<td>Human Service Alliance: “In general, while perhaps this is not the intention, there seems to be a weakening of language about retaining and improving employment and income opportunities in unincorporated Boulder County. We would like to see more explicit and aspirational language about the role of unincorporated Boulder County in contributing to employment, income and economic opportunity particularly for lower-income residents.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RECOMMENDATION AND NEXT STEPS

Staff requests that Planning Commission approve the proposed updates to the Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan as proposed in Attachment A and Attachment B of this staff report as part of Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005. If approved, staff will share both elements with BOCC as an informational item and will incorporate the updated elements into the BCCP document. Staff will also pursue Land Use Code updates to reflect the updated policy guidance.

VI. LIST OF HYPERLINKS

- Boulder County Regional Partnership’s Regional Housing Plan: [https://homewanted.org/plan-goals/](https://homewanted.org/plan-goals/)
• Land Use Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) Webpage:  

• Countywide Coordinated (Super IGA):  

• Boulder County Land Use Code:  
  https://www.bouldercounty.org/property-and-land/land-use/planning/land-use-code/
Proposed BCCP Housing Element

I. Introduction and Purpose
This Housing element provides an overview of the diversity of housing needs in the county. It sets forth goals and policies that reflect the county’s values and character and will guide housing-related decision making for the county.

Section II provides an overview of the housing types in the county, as well as the evolving housing needs of the Boulder County community. Section III presents the county’s goals and policies related to housing.

Other Comprehensive Plan elements also include content related to housing. For example, the Public Health element highlights that safe, affordable housing is one of the social determinants of health.

II. Background
In unincorporated Boulder County, homes are found in historic townsites, semi-rural communities, forested mountain properties, neighborhood subdivisions, and expansive agricultural properties on the plains. This range of residential property types and development patterns are an imprint of the county’s rich history. However, the county’s residential areas face challenges as the region’s population grows and new development pressures arise.

The diversity of housing in Boulder County leads to varied opportunities in addition to varied challenges. Each townsite (e.g., Allenspark, Eldora, Eldorado Springs, Gold Hill) and semi-rural community (e.g., Hygiene and Niwot) has a unique story and a community that wishes to see its history preserved, while allowing for adaptation to accommodate current and future needs. For example, historically, homes on agricultural properties were built to house farm and ranch families who worked the land. Today, many agriculturally zoned properties are no longer used for agricultural purposes, but rather for larger single-family homes. Given high property values and shifts in the agricultural industry, those properties that continue to serve agricultural purposes may have a need to house more workers on-site.

In addition to the diversity of geography and property types, the county’s population is also diverse. Residents span a wide spectrum of socio-economic, cultural, and racial backgrounds, as well as a range of physical abilities and lifestyles. In particular, there are significant income disparities among Boulder County residents. This diversity is coupled with an aging population that is expected to increase through 2050 (and is the fastest growing segment of Boulder County’s population). As a result, there is a need for a wide range of housing types in the county. As a welcoming and inclusive community, Boulder County values and seeks to deepen the diversity of housing choice to serve its population while maintaining the rural and semi-rural land use pattern that gives unincorporated Boulder County a unique character distinct from the local municipalities.

Regional issues related to population growth and housing affordability affect those who call unincorporated Boulder County home. The county is committed to working collaboratively with the local municipalities to meet adopted regional housing goals through comprehensive planning that aligns with the Guiding Principles of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan encourages growth to occur in compact development patterns within or adjacent to municipalities. This land use planning philosophy creates buffer zones between more densely developed communities, helps preserve open space, and maintains the county’s rural character. In order to meet the housing needs of
county residents while maintaining its historic function as a rural county, Boulder County must preserve existing housing stock to the extent practicable. Any new development in unincorporated Boulder County should serve the needs of the community while preserving distinct boundaries between urban and rural environments.

Definitions
Affordable Housing\(^1\): In general, housing for which the occupant(s) is/are paying no more than 30 percent of their income for gross housing costs, including utilities. Affordable housing includes both subsidized and non-subsidized housing.

Area Median Income (AMI)\(^2\): A midpoint in the income distribution by household size in a defined geographic area. The AMI is used to determine eligibility of applicants for housing programs. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) adopts and publishes AMI limits annually.

Text box highlighting the Regional Affordable Housing Plan:
Created in collaboration with nine jurisdictions in Boulder County, the 2017 Regional Housing Plan, called *Expanding Access to Diverse Housing for Our Community*, recognizes that many interconnected issues and opportunities are important elements of the discussion around solutions to the regional housing affordability crisis we face. The Regional Housing Plan recommends five key goals and strategies: 1) establish a regional goal, 2) bolster financial resources, 3) secure land and development/redevelopment opportunities, 4) preserve affordability, and 5) consider regulatory processes.

On October 26, 2017, the BOCC signed Resolution 2017-119, adopting the Boulder County Housing Strategy and signing on to the Regional Housing Plan. Resolution 2017-119 states, “Boulder County hereby adopts the Boulder County Regional Housing Partnership’s Priorities and Strategies for Expanding Access to Diverse Housing or the Community, including the recommended goals for percent of affordable housing stock by 2035, and pledges to support regional actions to create and preserve housing affordability while implementing local housing strategies that address the housing affordability needs of Boulder County, thus benefiting the Boulder County region as a whole.”

Text box highlighting the role of the Boulder County Housing Authority:
The Boulder County Housing Authority was established in 1975 to promote and provide quality, affordable housing for lower- and moderate-income families, older adults, and individuals with disabilities. Prior to 2003, BCHA was a governmental entity independent of the county, governed by a seven-member board. In 2003, the Board of County Commissioners constituted itself as the governing body of BCHA and it became a component unit of the county. BCHA is now governed by a board comprised of the county’s elected Board of County Commissioners and is an enterprise fund under the umbrella of the Department of Housing and Human Services.

Boulder County Housing Authority’s mission is to foster the availability of quality, affordable housing to meet residents’ comprehensive needs and to promote stability and self-sufficiency. BCHA accomplishes this mission by providing a foundation of housing with supports of health and human services, access to community services, and sustainable living. BCHA’s work is accomplished through the administration of

\(^1\) Definition partially taken from the HUD User Glossary.
\(^2\) Definition taken from the Boulder County Regional Partnership’s Regional Housing Plan.
federal, state, and local funding sources and public/private partnerships which, among other benefits and programs, provide rental assistance and deed-restricted below-market rate properties serving a broad range of Boulder County residents, including families, individuals and seniors, from the most vulnerable to those in the workforce.

III. Goals and Policies

Goal 1. Value. Boulder County is an inclusive, culturally responsive community that values, respects, and seeks to support the housing needs of all individuals while adhering to the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.

Policies

1.01 Diversity of Housing Types. The county encourages a range of housing types and densities that serve the diverse needs of county residents.

1.02 Preservation of Existing Housing. The county values preservation of existing housing stock while recognizing the challenges that can come with the need to rehabilitate and maintain structures. The county discourages demolition and redevelopment of existing homes into larger single-family homes that are generally more expensive and consume more resources.

1.03 Definition of Family in County Regulations. The county takes an expansive view of what constitutes a ‘family’ and supports varied living arrangements that reflect the county’s inclusive and welcoming values while maintaining its commitment to public safety and welfare.

1.04 Limited Increases in Density. In circumscribed situations, the county may enable increased residential density that meets affordability needs, is integrated within or adjacent to existing developed areas, is capable of being served by adequate public facilities, is considerate of long-term cost impacts on public facilities, and has strong multimodal transportation connections or potential for such connections.

1.05 Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity Laws. The county encourages and supports housing for all resident populations and adheres to all applicable local, state, and federal fair housing and equal opportunity laws and ordinances.

1.06 Innovation and Evolution of Housing Solutions. The county allows for innovation and creativity in policies and regulations as demographic conditions, building typologies, and new housing strategies evolve over time.

1.07 Quality Neighborhoods. Quality residential neighborhoods, which function as integral neighborhood units with schools, parks, and other similar facilities as centers, should be encouraged.

Goal 2. Advocate and Support. Boulder County supports strategic and collaborative interventions at the local, regional, state, and federal levels to address the availability, accessibility, and preservation of affordable housing.

Policies

2.01 County Regulations. The county adopts and maintains housing-related regulations (e.g., Land Use Code and Building Code) that align with its values stated in this Comprehensive Plan.

2.02 Tools and Programs. Where possible, the county should provide regulatory mechanisms, tools, or programs that ensure affordability and accessibility, including measuring
housing needs and setting affordability targets for unincorporated Boulder County that are regularly monitored.

2.03 **Housing Advocacy.** The county furthers its values by participating in regional and statewide housing-related legislative activities and planning efforts.

2.04 **Affordable Housing Development.** The county supports the role of the Boulder County Housing Authority, other non-profit organizations, and the private sector in building and maintaining affordable and accessible housing units throughout the county.

2.05 **Regional Collaboration.** The county collaborates with other jurisdictions to set regional housing goals and coordinate informational, programmatic, and regulatory strategies to meet those goals.

2.06 **Tax Assessment.** Boulder County supports the development of programs to provide tax relief to low-income families and low income older adults.

2.07 **Intergovernmental Agreements.** Boulder County encourages strengthening affordable housing provisions when adopting or updating development-related Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs).

**Goal 3. Act on Values.** Boulder County’s housing-related regulations and decisions reflect the county’s values and the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.

**Policies**

3.01 **Structure Rehabilitation.** In order to maintain existing housing stock, the county encourages feasible rehabilitation of existing residential structures to meet current health, safety, welfare, and energy standards and regulations. The county encourages actions that bring residential structures into compliance if the structures contribute to the viable housing stock of the county and may consider standards to be met in an incremental manner or through alternative means.

3.02 **Building Safety.** The county works to ensure the structural integrity and safety of existing and new residential structures.

3.03 **Location of Affordable Housing.** Any location appropriate for housing is appropriate for affordable housing. When considering appropriate locations for multi-family housing development at greater densities, the county weighs multiple factors, including the relationship between housing, jobs, and transportation; proximity to services, trails, and open space; project development costs; long term impacts on public facilities; environmental justice impacts; and the need for affordable housing in the county, with an emphasis on permanently affordable housing. The county deems Community Service Areas, and other areas identified for future development through Intergovernmental Agreements, as appropriate locations for new multi-unit affordable housing.

3.04 **Housing to Support the Agricultural Community.** Recognizing the historic and ongoing importance of agriculture to the county’s economy, the county encourages both permanent and temporary safe and habitable housing that supports and is accessory to agricultural operations contributing to the county’s economy and local food system.

3.05 **Accessory Dwelling Units.** The county will consider accommodating more housing in defined areas and circumstances by providing opportunities for well-designed attached and detached accessory dwelling units with limited impacts on the county’s natural resources and transportation infrastructure.

3.06 **Prioritize Housing for Residents.** The county prioritizes preserving housing units for Boulder County residents and workers and their families and limits visitor- and tourism-serving uses such as short-term rentals. The county evaluates applications for tourism-
serving uses based on safety for visitors and county residents in addition to compatibility with neighborhood character.

3.07 **Mobile Homes and Manufactured Housing.** The county recognizes the importance of existing mobile home parks and manufactured housing communities in providing affordable housing options.

3.07.01 Boulder County seeks to preserve these communities and support resident-ownership.

3.07.02 Boulder County ensures that all proposed and existing mobile home parks and manufactured housing communities are zoned to facilitate preservation of that housing opportunity in the locations where they currently exist.

3.07.03 Boulder County explores opportunities for allowing a range of small-scale, low-impact manufactured, modular, or other housing that may be more energy efficient and resilient to natural hazards than traditional mobile homes.

3.07.04 If an existing mobile home park and manufactured housing community is found to have health or safety issues, every reasonable effort will be made to reduce or eliminate the issues, when feasible, or to help mitigate for the loss of housing through re-housing of affected households.

3.08 **Reasonable Accommodation for Disabilities.** The county shall have a clear process for requesting reasonable accommodation.

3.09 **Utilization of Existing Housing.** The county supports efficient utilization of existing housing stock that may accommodate as many people as the structure was intended to house, in accordance with health and safety considerations and water and wastewater capacities.

3.10 **Energy and Resource Efficiency.** The county encourages the use of energy efficient, low resource impact, and innovative home building and home renovation techniques. When appropriate, the county will revise or adopt building codes to meet this objective.

3.11 **Remote Areas.** The county recognizes developing housing in geographically isolated areas presents environmental, growth, and public safety challenges. Recognizing these challenges, the county will review programs and consider regulations to promote low impact development.

3.12 **Older Adult Housing.** The county supports varied housing options for older adults to age in their community.

**Goal 4. Engage.** Boulder County actively engages and collaborates with stakeholders and partners to promote the values of affordable living and address the community’s housing needs.

**Policies**

4.01 **On the Ground Engagement.** In addition to digital and remote public outreach methods, Boulder County conducts in-person public outreach activities in varied geographic locations to promote public participation from a diverse range of communities in the unincorporated county.

4.02 **Targeted Outreach.** The county supports efforts to engage with traditionally underserved and marginalized populations, such as residents living in mobile home parks and manufactured housing communities, residents who speak languages other than English, the agricultural community, and residents in mountain communities.

4.03 **Representation of All Residents.** The county seeks public input from all socioeconomic and special needs segments of the community when amending housing-related programs or regulations.
Proposed BCCP Economics Element

I. Introduction and Purpose
This Economics element provides an overview of the role of unincorporated Boulder County within the context of the regional economy, the environment, and the county’s relationship with local municipalities. The element presents economic-related goals and policies that reflect the county’s values and character and will guide the county’s decision-making.

Section II provides background information and context. Section III presents the county’s goals and policies related to economics.

Other Comprehensive Plan elements also include content related to economics. For example, the Agriculture element highlights the important role of agriculture to the county economy and the Sustainable Materials Management element includes a policy supporting efforts to enhance the local economy for purposes of environmental sustainability.

II. Background
Boulder County channels urban development to the municipalities and existing communities that are equipped to provide public services in a cost-efficient manner. This approach minimizes sprawl and the negative environmental impacts of development and it is consistent with the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan and the county’s intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) with municipalities.

Municipalities are the population centers and host the bulk of the economic activity within the county. Development and economic activity in the unincorporated area of Boulder County is predominantly made up of agricultural-based businesses and small businesses compatible with the county’s rural character. Some existing rural communities, such as Niwot, Hygiene, and the historic townsites, have a semi-rural character and serve as smaller-scale hubs for services and other economic activity within unincorporated Boulder County. Other limited exceptions to the county’s rural, small business environment include the office parks developed in the unincorporated area in the 1980s and 1990s, along with isolated areas of commercial, light industrial and general industrial activity. There are limited numbers of properties zoned to accommodate new development of these types; however, existing office, commercial, and industrial uses may undergo rehabilitation and redevelopment that aligns with the county’s climate action and sustainability goals.

The Boulder County Comprehensive Plan recognizes that each municipality has developed its own goals concerning such issues as rate of growth, desirable land use types and patterns of development, service financing mechanisms, and economic development activities. The county will continue to engage in regional collaboration to recognize the value of housing and job opportunities, the importance of environmental conservation, and the provision of natural and cultural amenities to the quality of life of residents and the health of the regional economy.

While the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan primarily focuses on the unincorporated areas of Boulder County, the county’s longstanding history of cooperative planning with other local governments is central to the compact development pattern, open space preservation, and health of the regional economy that make Boulder County unique.
Through this element, the county supports a vital regional economy and economic activities that align with the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan. Given the natural attributes, quality of life, and desirability of the county (including its municipalities) for both businesses and residences, the county does not engage in substantial economic development efforts. Rather, the county focuses on striking a balance between supporting a healthy economy and limiting growth in a manner that promotes social equity and preserves and protects the natural resources and amenities that make Boulder County such a special place.

III. Goals and Policies

Goal 1. Value. Boulder County values a balanced approach to achieve a vital regional economy that aligns with the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.

Policies

1.01 Social Protection. Boulder County strives to ensure that all persons have access to meaningful employment with fair compensation, adequate benefits, and security in the workplace.

1.02 Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. Boulder County recognizes the intersectionality of identities and shall continue to welcome and promote greater equity, diversity, and inclusiveness.

1.03 Agriculture. Boulder County acknowledges the importance of agriculture and its cultural, environmental, health, economic, and resilience-related benefits to the community. Boulder County recognizes the integral role of agricultural history in the county and supports innovation and diversification in the agricultural economy.

1.04 Tourism and Recreation. Boulder County acknowledges and values the tourism and recreation industries for the diversity and vitality they bring to the local economy. The county seeks to provide opportunities for these industries to thrive without placing an undue burden on the county’s resources or compromising its rural character.

1.05 Arts and Culture and Historic Preservation. Boulder County recognizes that arts, culture, and historic amenities are important contributors to the local economy and quality of life.

1.06 Climate Change. Boulder County values businesses and activities that promote or develop technologies to prevent, mitigate, and adapt to climate change, and supports business resiliency through sustainable and energy-efficient business practices.

1.07 Needs of Remote Residents. Boulder County recognizes the unique service and economic-related needs of existing communities in the more remote areas of the county.

1.08 Vital Regional Economy. Municipalities serve as the economic hubs for the county. Businesses within unincorporated Boulder County operate at a scale that does not place an undue burden on rural infrastructure and resources.

Goal 2. Steward. Boulder County stewards its economy through sound regulations and collaboration.

Policies

2.01 County Regulations and Decision Making. Boulder County will develop and implement economic-related regulations and decision making that aligns with the county’s values.

2.02 Intergovernmental Collaboration. Boulder County collaborates with and supports the economic vision of municipalities by fostering well-planned development efforts that contribute to economic vitality for the region, without placing an undue burden on
resources and infrastructure available within the municipalities and the county, and without exacerbating challenges related to balancing economic growth with housing supply in the region.

2.03 **Equitable Economic Development.** Boulder County works with municipalities, public, non-profit, and private sector organizations towards ensuring that all individuals, including economically disadvantaged residents, have equitable employment and income opportunities within the county.

2.04 **Federal Institutions and Higher Education.** Boulder County understands the important role that federally funded labs, the University of Colorado, and other institutes of higher education play in the regional economy and will continue to foster their important economic contribution.

2.05 **Public/Private Cooperation.** Boulder County encourages public/private cooperation in addressing the county’s economic goals and objectives.

2.06 **Support for Local Assets.** Boulder County encourages and supports programs, economic activity, and appropriately-scaled development that preserves and enhances the county’s local assets, including its rural and natural landscapes and resources, agricultural economy, open space, arts, cultural and historic resources, and its tourism and recreation industries. The county supports this activity in a manner consistent with the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan.

2.07 **Data-Informed Decision Making.** Boulder County considers available data in its economic-related decision making.

**Goal 3. Preserve and Enhance Local Assets.** Boulder County purposefully preserves and enhances its major assets in promoting a vital regional economy.

**Policies**

3.01 **Local Partnerships and Linkages.** Boulder County encourages local economic partnerships and linkages in which products are sustainably sourced or produced within unincorporated Boulder County in a manner compatible with the rural character and are sold in local rural and urban markets.

3.01.01. Boulder County recognizes the importance of buying local and encourages local purchasing to reduce environmental impacts and support the county’s economic vitality.

3.02 **Agricultural Infrastructure.** Boulder County supports strategic investments in local agriculture infrastructure.

3.03 **Small Businesses.** Boulder County seeks to help small businesses thrive within the context of existing community character and infrastructure, as these businesses are important contributors to regional economic vitality.

3.04 **Transit Oriented Development.** Boulder County works with local cities and towns to encourage patterns of commercial and residential development that support use of public transit and walkable mixed use neighborhoods, including modifying development regulations to facilitate commercial or mixed-use projects at sites near transit stops.

3.05 **Services for Existing Rural and Remote Communities.** Boulder County supports the location of adequate commercial and utility services in appropriate locations for the purpose of protecting the health and safety of the community at its current level of density. Appropriate locations include rural and remote locations with existing
neighborhoods where a gap in services currently exists. The service facilities will be compatible with the local character and avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts.

3.06 **Balancing Regional Economic Growth and Housing Supply.** Boulder County recognizes that regional economic growth places a strain on housing supply throughout the county. The county seeks to collaborate with regional partners to better understand and address those impacts. Strategies may include identifying and communicating (e.g., through referral comments) best practices for minimizing and mitigating the impacts of a new employer locating in a municipality within the county, as well as conducting studies to identify job growth indicators that warrant more rigorous efforts to limit regional impacts.

3.07 **Existing Commercial and Industrial Uses.** The county promotes rehabilitation of existing commercial and industrial properties where feasible and where they support the county’s climate action and sustainability goals and policies.

**Text box on oil and gas development:**
Boulder County’s economy is based on quality of life, including the health, environmental, and scenic benefits provided by our public open space and agriculture. Although the eastern part of Boulder County lies on top of fossil fuel resources and has some existing oil and gas wells, Boulder County’s local economy is not reliant on revenue from developing oil and gas. The potential economic benefits of developing minerals, for example through current hydraulic fracking practices, are outweighed by the associated potentially detrimental environmental impacts of such development. In addition, Boulder County residents place high value on sustainability and protection of the environment and the economy reflects and relies on those values. The introduction of significant industrial activity with the potential to cause environmental harm would be detrimental to Boulder County’s economic model.

**Text box on Balancing Economic Growth with Housing Supply:**
The term “jobs – housing balance” is often used to reference this topic addressed in policy 3.06. The county does not define the topic in those terms for purposes of the BCCP because it is important to focus on the geographic area, transportation connections, nature of the jobs being added to the community as well as the mix of available and planned housing rather than focusing solely on achieving a numerical balance between the number of jobs and housing units. Other BCCP policies relate to this topic (e.g., Housing element policy 2.05). Furthermore, the county is a party to the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan (BVCP) which includes policies that address this topic for that specific geographic area (see policies 1.01, 1.10, 5.02 and 7.10 of the BVCP as adopted in 2017).

**Goal 4. Engage.** Boulder County proactively engages the public and stakeholders in fostering a vital regional economy.

**Policies**

4.01 **Diverse Stakeholder Engagement.** Boulder County ensures robust community participation in economic activities through a variety of channels.

4.02 **Public Participation.** Boulder County considers the various barriers that may hinder public participation, including language and communication, time and location, and socio-economic factors.

4.03 **Transparency and Collaboration.** Boulder County encourages transparency and collaboration between community and government.
4.04 *Equitable Engagement Best Practices.* Boulder County implements equitable engagement best practices in seeking input on economic activities.
## Summary of Public Comment Content as of May 23, 2019

**Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Update - BCCP-18-0004 / BCCP-18-0005**

Note: Words in quotes represent direct comments; all other statements are paraphrased, summarized, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Main Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Preservation of Existing Housing Stock** | - Relax Building Code/Public Health requirements to allow for more affordable transfer of properties.  
- "Current building codes are cost prohibitive..."  
- Support protection and expansion of mobile home parks as low income housing.  
  - "Be prepared to either work w/ owners to limit [rising] lot rents, or help parks own the park..."  
- "Explore grants to repair and upgrade existing housing in low income areas. Make owners of rentals take responsible for maintaining their properties both inside and out.”  
- Offer tax credits for historic renovations.  
- The county needs an incentive program so that older houses are not torn down.  
- **Short Term Rentals**  
  - "Add owner occupied only” with licensing.  
  - Limitation on number of nights rented per month, per year.  
  - "If tiny houses are approved as accessory dwelling units, or as mini neighbourhoods of their own, please make sure that they cannot be used as short term rentals or as bed and breakfasts.”  
  - "Base approvals on occupancy by owner-occupants, encourage making the most of property's potential.”  
  - "Short term rentals do not help our housing situation.”  
  - "Allow renters who live in the property full time to manage a short term rental as a property manager for the owner, to help pay rent.” |
| **Diversity of Housing Choices** | - Affordable housing is necessary to attract and maintain a labor pool.  
- "[Need] affordable smaller units (400-800 sqft) built to be fireproof and off the grid power.” Especially in the mountains.  
- Offer less traditional housing opportunities, like ADUs.  
  - Family care unit ADU “...process should be straightforward and not overly regulated.”  
  - "...using ADUs for short term rentals can help offset the cost of expensive property and should be allowed (with some regulation).”  
  - ADUs are an excellent idea for senior housing.  
  - "ADUs facilitate affordable housing needed in the county.” |
| Housing for Seniors and Vulnerable Populations | • “Shorten, simplify + facilitate applications for ADU status.”
  • “ADU’s do increase density + traffic. They should be limited to square footage and on a foundation.”
  • Regarding Family Care ADUs: “Having to justify and classify someone as requiring special care... should not be required. If a family has the space and desire to help an aging citizen... this should be allowed without 'reporting' on a person's private struggles in a public setting.”
  • Allow tiny houses both on wheels and on permanent foundations.
  • Explore higher-end mobile home parks with extra amenities for middle income families or seniors.
  • The county is missing middle income neighborhoods.
  • “Don't just talk about the need for affordable housing, actually build it!”
  • “Promote group home use for aging + people w/ disabilities.”
  • Support aging in community rather than aging in place. Aging in place can result in isolation and loneliness.
  • Need assisted living options (especially home-like small assisted living residences) in the county.
  • Tiny homes are highly customizable and can meet varied needs of disabled and elderly residents.
  • ADUs allow for aging in place.
  • We need to plan ahead for the rising aging population and provide more ADA compliant housing options.
  • “These populations should be closer to existing communities. They need reliable transportation and services that towns offer and the County does not.”
  • “Require that new development be made smart home friendly (access to voice-based services to inform of medical issues and arrange for transportation and food delivery).”
  • Allow co-housing options between seniors and with programs such as Silver Nest.
  • “Senior parents/family often move quickly within 6-mos.”
| Farm Worker Housing | • “Current housing code doesn’t fit well w/ reality of farm labor housing in county.”
  • Keep farm land and housing together. “It is very difficult for farmers to manage land that they don’t live on. The connection is vital to the life of the farm.”
  • Need to recognize seasonality of the farming schedule and actively address role of migrant labor.
  • Possibilities for temporary structures (tiny houses, trailers, RVs, yurts, etc.) to help with seasonal labor/WOOFing.
    • Integrate composting toilets and solar showers.
    • Use graywater systems.
    • Not intended for people who commute to work in Boulder.
  • Active working farms should be allowed to provide seasonal farm worker housing.
  • Explore option for co-op housing on farms with communal bathing/cooking facilities (bunkhouse/hostel model).
    • Integrate shuttle or give employees RTD Ecopasses.
  • “Supporting farm worker housing supports [BCCP] guiding principles #2, #4, #5.”
<p>|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthy Housing</th>
<th>“Align building codes with carbon-neutral design.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transportation-Jobs-Housing-Services Nexus | “Transportation is essential for aging in place/aging in community.”  
“RTD still is not meeting people’s needs. Have smaller buses run more often.”  
“City Center to City Center transit that is frequent, and reliable would be very helpful. Also, willingness to allow housing to be built above commercial structures.”  
“[Need] diverse range of housing options located near transit routes (bus, light rail, car-share). Services available for those who do not or cannot bike.” |
| Other Creative Ideas | “We need more affordable housing in the habitat for humanity spirit. The peak to peak region is full of builders. Give them material and ask for their help and we might see some affordable housing projects... Ideally we look into new technology like biogas digesters and pool multiple houses together wherever possible.”  
“...a rent-to-own tiny house community would serve a great many disadvantaged people, allowing working homeless and working poor people to achieve homeownership.”  
TDCs need to be adjusted for inflation in the mountains; “...amounts offered are too low to have any impact on ‘buying out’ development... The elimination of questionable building sites, affected by visibility concerns or environmental degradation, should be pursued with great vigor.”  
Incentives for ADA-compliant housing.  
“Policies that allow creativity, that regulate the outcomes rather than the protocols... Do this by thinking about how farms can make money here... processing animals on farm, educational classes, Air BnB, adding value to there food help the farms and the community. Try not to separate these processes based on what we have deemed is appropriate to that land, rather look at whether these processes are helping or not... let there be an ability to try new ideas.” |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Agriculture              | “We need an ombudsman/advocate for agriculture and family farms to actively promote their applications & interests…”  
                          | “Helping community to value our farmers create a robust food producing system not just the ‘views’.”  
                          | There is a clash between wealthy landowners and working farmers. Does it have to be this way?  
                          | “Open space is for local food.”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| Maintaining Rural Character | “Stop subdivisions beyond existing levels, oppose corporate mega-development.”  
                          | “Small scale, family farms and residences to be favored over generic development.”  
                          | “Maintain lack of/low density.”  
                          | “Open space is nice, but people need homes and we have a finite amount of land. Growth is important, but overgrowth can't be reversed.”                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Public / Private Partnerships | “Boulder County could adopt an approach that helps those towns to help itself… I’m thinking of public/private partnerships that strongly benefit Ward and other towns in the mountains. The towns are currently losing businesses due to restrictive regulations or a lack of overall support... The fact that 100k people visit Brainard Lake each month during the peak season without the ability to spend any dollars in the area (food, equipment rental/purchase, guided tours, etc) really sticks out to me. The mountain communities are willing to closely work together with the county to work on a plan.” |
| Preservation             | “Represent people of all income levels not just the wealthy.”  
                          | “…perpetuate geographic-specific policies per community (Hygiene vs. Allenspark).”  
                          | “The mountain communities have special needs, skills and requirements. All of those warrant a separate comprehensive plan from the one for the plains.”                                                                                                                                                                                      |
| Economic Viability       | “Invest in climate change mitigation related economic development…”  
                          | Affordable housing is necessary to support labor for small businesses.  
                          | “Providing infrastructure for econ. development is key. Mass transit is important; continued dedication to natural + cultural amenities.”  
                          | “The mountain communities have assets that are not being utilized properly. Let's focus on generating more revenue (without sacrificing our ecosystem) in order to do more for the communities. I'm not talking about an amusement park on top of the mountains. I'm talking about setting up test areas for new technologies (wind/solar, etc.) and other innovative approaches with a small environmental footprint.” |
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Written Comments
(from Open Houses and Community Group Meetings)

Received as of May 23, 2019
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Do you have any other general comments?

Strongly Support protection & expansion of mobile home sites as they really are the low-income housing we need to retain that housing stock. Be prepared to either work with owners to limit the rent hikes or help purchase the parks or city purchase them.
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

- Smaller homes - not concerned luxury - ranch
- Small apartments - not luxury
- Smaller yards

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

ADU - excellent ideas

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Do you have any other general comments?

My 90 yr old father would like to move out of his tri-level home but is afraid of age that constantly rising. The unknown scares him. He also doesn’t want to live alone. Wife died 2 yrs ago. 

RTD still is not meeting people’s needs. Have smaller buses run more often.
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Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?
- Plan ahead for aging population - all one level, ADA compliant
- Allow ADUs, multi-family units, co-housing

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?
- Senior housing with ADA-compliant features, small, affordable, accessible near services/transit/transport/medical care

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?
- As above

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?
- Participate in regional housing partnership

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?
- As above

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?
- Need to ensure there is an increased stock of middle and low-income housing

Do you have any other general comments?
- Allow a streamlined process for permitting especially for ADUs
- Senior parent family may need to move quickly within family
- Incentives for new ADA-compliant housing
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Do you have any other general comments?

Say article in Time about higher end mobile home parks
Extra amenities for middle income choice option for seniors
Why so few duplexes in Boulder which could be mult-family
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

deficient number of ADUs

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

promote ADUs

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

ADUs facilitate affordable housing needed in the county

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

affordable housing

Do you have any other general comments?

shorten, simplify & facilitate applications for ADU status
Farm Forum Discussion

1) What are your ideas for farm housing: Labor specific?
   - Transportation
   - Onfarm housing
     - temporary structures
     - tiny houses
     - yurts
   - Affordable housing
   - Hempcrete
     - allowing more density
   - Leasing ownership to the farmers
   - Institutional community farming community

2) How does Boulder County help solve your labor needs.
   - temporary vs permanent
   - acquiring properties next to their leases
     - Geneva New York
       - Ithaca research farms
     - Co-op housing
       - greater density by membership
       - dwelling licenses
       - Farmer's "hotel" hostel
   - Helping community
     - to value our farmers
     - create a robust food producing system
     - Not just the "view"
   - Language and awareness of
     - Local food system

Alisha.Kreeger@gmail.com
970-485-4234
1. Defining
   - Diff. Btw. Rural v. Urban in BoCo

   - Revising Temp. Housing Codes

3. Historic BoCo's Vision Re. Ao Loud
   - Aesthetic vs. Practical
   - Weather v. Working
     - Does it Have to Clash?

4. Allowing Multi. Uses for Farm To Make $$$
   - Agroecology / Farm Stays
Ideas for Solving Farm Labor Housing

- Current housing code doesn't fit well in reality of farm labor housing in county
  - Cool. Housing?: City of Boulder
  - A.U.D.'s, liveable dwellings on properties
- Defining what is a farm? I
  - Who does this apply to?
  - Define what is farmworker housing
- Permanent vs. Temp. Housing
  - Temp. Housing for summer (seasonal) labor
  - Need hot water?

- Need to differentiate between rural Boco and urban
  - Want broad definition of what a farm laborer is
- Cottage foods?
- Historic precedent?
  - "Agurburban" article: integrated ag/urban interface
  - Localized ag structure
  - Ag-zoned land: some not allowed to have housing

- Cibarette philosophy
  - Single farm residence zoning on single farm prop.

- Temp. Housing codes
  - Building dept. wants it to comply with
    - Snow/wind/earth REG'S - becomes infeasible
  - Way to make temp. housing function
    - Communal bathing/showering facility
    - Arrow trailers/units
    - Making claims: relatively undeveloped

- Applying for building - "used to cheat"
  - Other Q's allude about prop.
- ADDNB - FEES / TAXES

- V.F.U. - SELLING FARM PRODUCE - LIMITED DEFINITION
- ALLOW DUPLEXES - LOOSEN Restrictions on LANDOWNER
  - MULTIPLE KITCHENS
- MAIN HOUSE / MANAGER'S HOUSE / BUNKHOUSE

**Paradigm B: New URBANISM**
- SHORTAGE NEED SPACE FOR FARMERS
- CAN'T SECURE BUSINESS FROM RESIDENCE
- MAKE $ FROM FARM

- AGRITOURISM / FARM STAYS

**Q: How can BoCo help with LANDlord needs?**

- **COMPANIES**
  - COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE V. AG.
  - DESIRE TO ALLOW MESHING OF USES
    - INDUSTRY V. AG.

- QUESTION OF MILLING GRAINS

**SHARING OF EQUIPMENT / PROCESSING**

**VISION** - Does Boulder actually care about farms?
- Do they just enjoy the aesthetic?
- COLLAB. BETWEEN LAND OWNERS AND FARMERS

- LINE BETWEEN WORKING AG AND QUANT IDEALIZED AG LANDSCAPE BUT ALSO LINE BETWEEN WORKING AG AND INDUSTRIAL CAFO?
Q2

- Meeting labor needs?
  - Internships through schools
- Composting toilets & solar showers
- Mobile home parks in the summer
- Undocumented workers & a lot of fear to speak up about quality & conditions of housing
- Hubs are too isolated?
- On the city side, bilingual & bicultural & supporting undocumented workers and their family.
  - Food, schooling & Head Start
  - Need more access to support in all respects.
- Public advocacy to get people's experiences & stories on the table and in the open
  - Maintain sanctuary status
  - A small step in alleviating some of the constant fear migrant workers feel
- What do we do with housing in the winter?
- Tax benefit?
- Make new winter community in the mountains, for example
- Intervale, Burlington, VT: a good example of out-of-box housing solution
- Live in town / urban areas

Jane Cavagnero @gmail.com
- Community hub + added housing
- Potential for sprawl
- Ex-ann barrel reserve some for farm labor
- Centrally planned enough for smart planning

- Before talking about housing → how can we ensure longevity

- Short-term viability → migrant workers (esp. undocumented)
  - Flexibility
  - Temporary infrastructure
  - I.e. showers

- Greywater
  - Outdoor showers → have more access to water
  - Irrigation & toilet flushing

- Seasonal housing
  - Mobile tiny houses
  - People with their own trailers have issues with code
  - Service to rent trailers & place on farm for short-term
  - Shed into tiny house
  - Why can’t we do ADU on that shed?

Need to protect the workers from taking advantage of code.
- Large codes don’t always apply to ind. needs.
- Cement pallets + tents + wash hose.
  - Simple but seasonal.
  - Tents.
- How roofing program manage code?
- Increase residents per household.
- Maintaining houses that can support more people.
- Property is so expensive, owners need to rent the main house to stay afloat.
- Rules around hobby farm?
BUNKHOUSE FOR LABORERS ( Lâm or otherwise)
- PORTABLE TINY HOUSING
- "TEMPORARY" HOUSING
- NO UNSAFE HOUSING
  ILLEGAL DWELLINGS CAN CREATE UNSAFE CONDITIONS
- AN AG GREEN BELT REQUIRES FARMER HOUSING
- STANDARDS NOT DEPENDENT ON SF
- OFF FARM "COMMUNAL HOUSING"
  ⇀ MUST MAINTAIN QUALITY & SAFETY
- "HOSTEL"-LIKE HOUSING TO ENABLE COMMUNITY OF FARM WORKERS
  ⇀ SHUTTLE SYSTEM? ECO-PASSES FOR FARM WORKERS
- POCKET NEIGHBORHOODS OF TINY HOMES AROUND COMMUNITY SPACE
- INCLUDE CONTRACT THAT DISALLOWS AG HOUSING IF DEED IS TRANSFERRED
  TO NON-AG USE ??
- CONVERT SHEDS & OLD FARM BUILDINGS INTO HOUSING
- BOULDER COUNTY (A PRIVATE ENTERPRISE) BUILDS FARM WORKER COMMUNITY
  (Motel-like Housing, Community Cafe/Kitchen)
- UNIVERSITY/DORM ROOM STYLE
- LINK THIS TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING
- CODE: TENANTS OF HOME MUST BE FARM WORKERS
- COMMUNITY (OFF-FARM) ENABLES IDEA-SHARING & WORK-LOAD SHIFTING TO FARMERS
- RENOVATE OLD MIGRANT HOUSING, ALREADY EXISTING
- Not enforcing "HOA-type" cleanliness/aesthetic stuff
- Transportation (for non-on-site worker housing)
  - Edi Pass
  - Shuttle System
- Better Housing, allows experienced/quality farm hands to stick around (not eliminate from BOCO
- Farm worker Housing at Ag Center?
- "Farmer Farm" community Housing Building: includes small (e.g. 10 acres) for garden/own produce
- Shared Equipment
- Michigan State University is an example (apprentice program)
- Also look at California Polytechnic - SLO and other land grant universities
- Allow greywater reuse 
- Allow composting toilets

Tanner@MadAgriculture.org

We
&
Phil

Open Space is for Local Food.

Establish a Guiding Principal
What are our ideas about solving farm labor housing.

- encourage sprawl
- high density around farms
- bank houses

or involved in farm/ag work

Community housing

But short term stay should be available - Farm Stays

restrictions? who can live in these units?

Any workers
Not people who commute to work in Boulder

Contact examples - In the Netherlands

K. Christopher. K insertion.
Tiny homes - can be turned where there is need -
- permanent structures
- "Build codes?" now viewed as RV's
- Sustainable construction
- Grey water - legal in CO but not in Boulder County

(2) How can B county accommodate labor needs for Agr?

Lauren Cole

I increased travel trips must be allowed!

How does housing relate to labor costs?
- more workers, decrease cost per worker
- connection bet/ housing and labor costs & labor costs

On site housing
- less commuting
- lower labor costs
- allow economic solutions
recommend - policy - what is policy about farms vs. ag economy priority policy - re. to farm policy vs. the town - planning neighbors

Daniel see Camp Way commit to key org on public lands + support Farm

Summarize support local food system

policy commit to "fit to farm" farms high density county commut - date have seasonal housing, communal baths, games, kitchen

Other models - W. slay, gaunty

subsidies + part time
How do we solve housing? Krista@thefreshherko.com

Seasonal labor
Worker - camper and shawm, etc.
Kitchen staff

 Cot -stow, Tomatoes & RES efforts at
Can. Plan - if housing then grower &
Farms can extend production

Beds include in policy 350 beds of housing
Space per 1/2 unit FTE
Avg organic Farm 13 = .75 unit FTE
per zone

Lin - Seasonal

i. Housing - County

Lin Casa

i. Housing - County

Farm Workers

Value of having farm workers

How can Bldg. County help w/ labor needs?

Self contained "can live on" converted

Look to W. Slope
**Boulder County Comprehensive Plan:**

BC Comprehensive Plan, NIW 1.03: New business, commercial and industrial uses shall be situated within “Community Service Areas” in order to be within a close proximity to the shopping public and respective labor forces, as well as to move toward the goals of reducing energy consumption and attendant commuter time.

BC Comprehensive Plan, NIW 1.06: Niwot is planned to be the only designated service area within the Sub-region and the geographic area wherein the majority of future growth will be accommodated.

**How the Comprehensive Plan is enforced in Niwot:**

Contrary to the Comp Plan, Niwot has been placed under a development moratorium that:

- attempts to down-zone the already limited commercial district, forcing Niwot residents to travel to Boulder or Longmont to obtain needed services and products
- stops any new commercial or mixed-use projects within half of the NRCD (historic district was exempted from the Moratorium)
- prevents Colterra from rebuilding making the project financially not viable
- prevents existing Niwot businesses from expanding to meet the needs of Niwot residents
- puts NRCD businesses under a dark ‘anti-business’ cloud and ushers in a significant reduction in sales tax revenue
- will add to the costs of development, causing increased rents, making Niwot less competitive

**Boulder County Comprehensive Plan:**

BC Comprehensive Plan, NIW 2.08: The county shall encourage the development of a network of pedestrian and bicycle pathways that are protected from vehicular encroachment and that serve the resident’s needs to safely and efficiently move between activity areas and living areas within the Niwot Community Area.

**How the Comprehensive Plan is enforced in Niwot:**

Contrary to the Comp Plan, the Boulder County Land Use Code and the Boulder County Attorney’s office advice, Niwot businesses on 2nd Avenue southwest of Franklin are denied access to the public alley right of way that is adjacent to their properties, forcing all cars that access these businesses to cross paths with pedestrians, bikes, strollers and scooters, and
creating a safety hazard. Only a block away, all businesses access the same alley, the sidewalk is clear of cars and pedestrians are safe.

**Boulder County Comprehensive Plan:**

*BC Comprehensive Plan, EC 1.06:* In its economic development efforts, including support or assistance to municipalities, the county shall recognize the importance of retaining and expanding existing businesses and industries, the significance of small firms and both the benefits and potential drawbacks of attracting new support businesses and industries.

**How the Comprehensive Plan is enforced in Niwot:**

Contrary to the Comp Plan, the dark cloud of the moratorium hurts an already fragile business community. Rather than recognizing the importance of retaining and expanding existing businesses, rather than supporting small businesses, the moratorium is a constraining factor, especially considering the current business situation:

- Colterra is closed due to a fire, and now delayed, possibly permanently, from returning
- Powder Keg has closed and the space is vacant
- Treppeda’s is closed and the space is vacant
- the Tribune building is vacant
- additional retail and office vacancies exist throughout the town
- existing retail stores struggle with the loss of foot traffic brought about by the moratorium.

**Boulder County Land Use Code:**

*Boulder County Land Use Code, Niwot Sub-Area Plan Article 4-116:* **Alleys should be retained** to provide access to the rear of buildings and to provide a service area for the building that is not highly visible from 2nd Avenue.

**How the Land Use Code is enforced in Niwot:**

Contrary to the Comp Plan, the Boulder County Land Use Code and the Boulder County Attorney’s office advice, Niwot businesses on 2nd Avenue southeast of Franklin are denied access to the public alley right of way that is adjacent to their properties, forcing all cars that access these businesses to cross paths with pedestrians, bikes, strollers and scooters, and creating a hazard that continues to compromise pedestrian safety. Howard Treppeda reports that ‘near misses’ occur regularly over the years.
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

You can either fill this out online: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics or scan and email to cwiseman@bouldercounty.org

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

Make it easier for homeowner remodels.

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

ADUs - Mother-in-law Cottages
- Allow aging in place. More affordable housing.

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

See above.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Harmonize minimum housing sizes.

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

Talk to Aspen Moon Farms & others to determine their needs.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Represent people of all income levels. Not just the wealthy.

Do you have any other general comments?
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

You can either fill this out online: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics) or scan and email to cwiseman@bouldercounty.org

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

**Streamline process for conveyors, additions, ADUs, etc. to maximize use and value of existing housing, motivate them to stay on their property.**

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

- Single-family clustered developments (co-housing), extended family residential compounds, farm worker year-round housing,

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

- More case-by-case approaches of innovative planning & design approaches, simplify the approval process

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

- Stop subdivisions beyond existing levels, oppose colossal mega-development

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

- Ease approvals on occupancy for owner-occupants, encourage making the most of property's potential.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

- Small-scale family farms and residences to be family owned genera

Do you have any other general comments?

- We need an ombudsman/advocate for agriculture and family farms to advocate, promote their applications & interests - perpetuate geographic specific policies per community (Frederick vs. Aurburn Park)
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

You can either fill this out online: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics) or scan and email to cwiseman@bouldercounty.org

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any other general comments?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

You can either fill this out online: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics) or scan and email to cwiseman@bouldercounty.org

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

- Seasonal farm worker housing

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

- ADUs should be easier to do.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

- An active working farm should be allowed to provide seasonal farm worker housing on the farm in order to continue to farm for the local community.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

- Supporting farm worker housing supports guiding principles #2, #4, #5

Do you have any other general comments?
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

You can either fill this out online: http://bit.ly/bcpp-housing-economics or scan and email to cwiseman@bouldercounty.org

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

The County is in a hard position. You cannot force a homeowner to preserve an old house & not tear it down. There must be a carrot & stick approach I feel not considered.

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?

Smaller homes are missing. Because the land is valuable builders do not want to build them. A density bonus might be the answer, or making a percentage of a TDR’s smaller, same, larger, & more expensive.

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

These population should be closer to existing communities. They need reliable transportation and services that lower cost. And the County does not Without services, the County cannot be all things to all people.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

I would like to see Boulder be the catalyst that helps towns & cities assess present availability & future needs. The County might sponsor forums & train experts in the field & address the participants.

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

It is going to take a mix of housing including farms should be given a new way to add housing for farmers help both permanent & temporary. Short term rentals do not help poor housing situation. ADUs do increase density & traffic, they should be limited to square footage & a foundation. Tiny houses are an option for some areas with the question of weather they should be permanent or temporary.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Promotion: providing infrastructure for eco-development is key. Has transit is important. Continued dedication to natural & cultural amenities.

Do you have any other general comments?

Does it all have a group or groups working on some of these common issues? If so, tap into that. Other communities are facing this struggle, dialogue with them. See what works. What doesn’t.

Mary Camy, 98 Box 154, Cottonwood Creek, CO 80523. marycamy38@gmail.com
Invest in Climate change mitigation related economic development, i.e. Forest Management, Environment Engineering

Comments from Boulder Library Open House

Aging in place should not nec. be a goal. Rather, aging in community will promote better physical & mental well being. Promote group home use!
Focus Questions (Please Print Clearly)

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?
- Relax existing code/health requirements to allow for affordable transfer of properties, let people live a more mature life if they choose.

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County?
- Affordable housing to attract labor pool.
- Rental housing.

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?
- Attract labor pool that is stable in the community. In-home senior care is a growing priority and a business I've seriously considered. I opted not to start that business solely because the labor pool cannot support it. Caregivers must drive in from populated areas.

In short: Housing prevents organic business/development.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?
- Transportation. Laborers are required to drive personal vehicles to service the area, which impacts reliability, timeliness, and retention.

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?
- Allow longer residence in short term housing.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?
- Pay equally for labor pool as it applies to cost of living. When labor can't afford to live in or commute to a community, that community is slowly choked off.

Do you have any other general comments?
- I tried to prepare my property for construction of short term housing/rental. The new septic I built could only be designed for the number of BRs in the existing home. As a result, any new construction will now require another septic system, so those units won't be built now.
- Examine how health/construction codes impede development of critical infrastructure for new housing solutions.
- Align building codes with carbon neutral design.
What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?

Boulder County currently offers no housing options for seniors needing assisted living. Assisted living options include small assisted living residences (ALRs) and large assisted living facilities. Small ALRs provide a housing option for frail elders that gives them the ability to live in a home environment (as most have done their entire lives), generally have more favorable staff to resident ratios, offer a better alternative for those with mobility impairments and dementia, and are more comfortable for people who do not want to live in institutions. Additionally, small ALRs are often a better alternative than “aging in place”, which is proving to result in feelings of isolation and loneliness. Less than 2% of the assisted living beds in all of Boulder County are in small ALRs. None of these beds are in the unincorporated parts of the county.

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

Currently, the Boulder County zoning code contains a favorable definition of group care homes. This use is allowed in a number of residential and other zones, which is also positive. However, the use requires special use approval under 4-600. Subjecting group homes for the frail elderly (classified as "disabled" under the Fair Housing Amendments Act) to the onerous procedures of special use review can be viewed as discriminatory, as it treats the disabled differently than the non-disabled. Such discrimination is prohibited by 42 USC 3604. Additionally, Boulder County does not have established procedures for requesting reasonable accommodation – that is, a request for exemption from rules or procedures that will allow the disabled to enjoy housing opportunities – something that is required by the Fair Housing Act. Such procedures would be helpful in the case of, for example, requesting reasonable accommodation from restrictive size limitations that make it financially unfeasible to create a group home in many Boulder County areas. Requesting reasonable accommodation should be allowed through a simple application for decision by the Planning Director.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Boulder County and neighboring cities and towns must recognize that there simply is not enough housing in the county (incorporated and unincorporated) to accommodate existing seniors, much less the burgeoning demand that is on the horizon. Changing demographics mean that we must get serious about finding ways to meet the needs of our seniors, or they will have no choice but to leave the Boulder area when they need additional assistance with daily living. Planning jurisdictions should make it easier to create all types of senior housing, especially small ALRs. One good example is the City of Longmont, which recently amended its zoning code to allow more areas where groups homes up to 12 are a use by right. One poor example is the City of Lafayette, which does not allow ALRs in any residential zone (a clear violation of the Fair Housing Act). While Boulder County clearly has attempted to be more welcoming to this use, the fact that there are no such establishments in the county is evidence that the policies are still too restrictive.

Do you have thoughts or suggestions

Yes. See above.
on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
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<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Emily Pilinski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:emilyburrough@gmail.com">emilyburrough@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?**

Offering less traditional housing opportunities, like ADUs will open up the market of available homes.

**What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?**

Accessory Dwelling Units

**How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?**

Accessory Dwelling Units

**How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?**

The city of Boulder is path-finding regulations on short-term rentals and ADUs. There has been significant community engagement regarding these topics and it would be great if the County of Boulder could follow suit.

**Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?**

Accessory Dwelling Units

**What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?**

Letting people age gracefully, with family, in communities that care is something that we should all strive for as citizens of this world. With soaring house prices and taxes this is an increasingly difficult goal to achieve.

Should a family have the space an opportunity to provide housing (ADU) to family members the process should be straightforward and not overly regulated.

In addition, using ADUs for short term rentals can help offset the cost of expensive property and should be allowed (with some regulation).

**Do you have any other general comments?**

The Family Care Unit seems like a good idea in principle, but in its current form seems overly invasive. Having to justify and classify someone as requiring special care can be a hurdle (mentally) for a family and should not be required. If a family has the space and desire to help an aging citizen, in whatever health, this should be allowed without 'reporting' on a person's private struggles in a public setting.
Please check box below * I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

Many existing structures need minor or major upgrades. It's a pretty wide range. Current building codes are cost prohibitive in many cases. Instead of an all or nothing approach that asks owners for maximum improvements a more reasonable approach with gradual improvements would be triggering more projects to be launched.

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?

Affordable smaller units (400–800 sqft) – built to be fireproof and with off the grid power.

How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?

Certain areas could be zoned for those purposes.

How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?

Boulder County could adopt an approach that helps those towns to help itself. Ideally these towns are becoming stronger economically and are able to solve more of their problems themselves.

I'm thinking of public/private partnerships that strongly benefit Ward and other towns in the mountains.

The towns are currently losing businesses due to restrictive regulations or a lack of overall support. Ideally we see the exact opposite and see more businesses being set up.

The fact that 100k people visit Brainard Lake each month during the peak season without the ability to spend any dollars in the area (food, equipment rental/purchase, guided tours, etc) really sticks out to me.

The mountain communities are willing to closely work together with the county to work on a plan.

I'm part of the IMA (Inter Mountain Alliance) and we've already discussed this among ourselves.

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

We need more affordable housing in the habitat for humanity spirit. The peak to peak region is full of builders. Give them material and ask for their help and we might see some affordable housing projects.

I'm a big fan of metal frame kits with metal roofing and siding. Those structures can be put up within a week or less. After that it’s down to insulation, plumbing, electricity and interior.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The biggest issue is of course water/septic. Ideally we look into new technology like biogas digesters and pool multiple houses together wherever possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?</td>
<td>The mountain communities have assets that are not being utilized properly. Let's focus on generating more revenue (without sacrificing our ecosystem) in order to do more for the communities. I'm not talking about an amusement park on top of the mountains. I'm talking about setting up test areas for new technologies (wind/solar, etc.) and other innovative approaches with a small environmental footprint. I'll be happy to talk more about some of my ideas. It goes beyond this form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any other general comments?</td>
<td>The mountain communities have special needs, skills and requirements. All of those warrant a separate comprehensive plan from the one for the plains. Apparently Larimer County has a mountain specific plan already and we ought to look into that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please check box below *</td>
<td>° I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?

Comments made to county personnel at Allenspark Open House:

1) Short Term rental needs to be reviewed, add owner occupied only. Definition of owner occupied 10+ months a year. Here in Allenspark, main rental season only summer months, so any shorter term merely short circuits any benefit.

2) Licensing of Short term is necessary. Enforcement provisions need to be in place and a monthly summary of occupancy. Or use the St Malo approach and limit to number of bed nights/month/season.

3) Conditioning of new applications, SPR, SU, etc. needs rigorous enforcement. As now, placing conditions on applications means neighbors become the enforcement mechanism. And that results in strife and in cases, death threats. It’s not fair to us that live here that the main mechanism for enforcement of the provisions set forth lie with us. It suggests that placing conditions on a dubious proposal, that won’t be enforced, makes a sham of the system, and those proposals should not be approved.

4) More proposals from Land Use need to be called up and reviewed by the County Commissioners. This serves as a check and balance on the Planning Department approving proposals such as two or three recent ones that will be visible from the Peak-to-Peak highway. Or in two cases, the allowing of “chickens” without discrimination of sex. Roosters are noisy and a disturbance to the quietude of the mountain environment. they should not be allowed.

5) Small houses/seasonal built. There is a need for small, affordable housing units here in the mountains. Currently, most of that stock is being used by Short Term rentals, hence, the service sector finds housing expensive and difficult. Provisions need to be made, attached to the title, that allow small structures, without any possibility of expansion, to be built. Small structures under 1,000 sq. ft. used to be the norm. No longer! They should still meet proper building codes, etc. The Commissioners should look at a rebate structure that could reward such construction.

5) Transferable Property Credits here in the mountains are not adjusted by inflation. As a result, the amounts offered are too low to have any impact on “buying out” development. The fees have never been adjusted but allowed to fluctuate at low levels. The elimination of questionable building sites, affected by visibility concerns or environmental degradation, should be pursued with great vigor.

Do you have any other general comments?

Attached two documents. The one from the Estes Board of Realtors is very self-serving, and I disagree with much of it. But it points out the nature of the problem. The Vacasa advertisement merely focuses on the size of the
potential short-term rental problem

Attach a File (optional)

vacasa_rental_boiler_plate.pdf
601.15 KB · PDF
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Meet Vacasa, the One-Stop-Shop for All Your Vacation Rental Needs

Vacasa is making vacation homeownership easier than ever.

Supercharged by online booking platforms such as HomeAway and Airbnb, demand for alternative lodging has set the once-sleepy vacation rental industry on a trajectory to be worth $194 billion by 2021. Shaping the future of this rapidly changing industry is Portland, Oregon-based Vacasa, a next-gen hospitality company that’s emerging as a leader for all things vacation rental.

Local Teams, Global Network
Caring for over 11,000 properties around the world, Vacasa is North America’s largest manager of vacation properties. The company utilizes sophisticated marketing techniques to maximize bookings while their machine-learning-driven pricing algorithm adjusts rates in real time so that homeowners never leave money on the table. This technology is complemented by personal service from exceptional local hospitality professionals who care for guests and vacation homeowners in every Vacasa market.

“We built our reputation by delivering better care and higher revenue,” says Vacasa founder and CEO Eric Breon, who started the company in 2009. “Now we’re there for vacation homeowners through the full lifecycle of their properties—from helping them purchase a home to full-service rental management and making it easy for them to sell.”

Connecting Buyers and Sellers
In July 2018, Vacasa launched Vacasa Real Estate to help connect vacation home buyers and sellers with local agents. With access to rental performance data, a steady stream of buyer leads, and the largest inventory of vacation homes in the country, the company is uniquely positioned to streamline the process of buying and selling investment properties—and to simplify the experience of renting them out.

End-To-End Management
Vacasa’s data-informed interior design experts specialize in upgrading furnishings and remodeling vacation rental properties to optimize bookings. Vacasa’s local teams handle permitting, tax registration and other details, with comprehensive property management services covering everything from bookings and home care to 24/7 guest service. In addition to their experienced local teams, Vacasa has a central office staffed with specialists.

“Vacasa is an impressive operation with a unique value proposition,” says Jack Reynolds, owner of Upper Pines Lodge in Warren, Vermont. “They employ local teams to provide on-site property management, cleaning and vendor supervision in vacation destinations around the world. My local area manager and head of housekeeping are tireless, and diligent to a fault. Both are responsive to texts, calls and emails. When a guest damaged my fancy gas grill, they just said, ‘Don’t worry about a thing. It’s been replaced.’ They genuinely care about and for my home.”

Online booking technology has made vacation rentals an increasingly popular alternative to hotels. With guest demand growing rapidly, Vacasa’s one-stop-shop model enables more people than ever to effortlessly enjoy the rewards of owning a vacation home.

“We’re connecting the dots to make vacation home ownership simpler and more profitable for everyone,” says Breon.

It’s the dawn of an exciting, more accessible age for the vacation rental industry—and Vacasa has positioned itself right at the center.

See how Vacasa can help with all your vacation rental needs: vacasa.com/fly or 888.375.9904

Vacasa vacasa.com/fly
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Name * phil stern
Email * phil.stern@colorado.edu

How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?
See attachment at the end that was not attached to my previous mailing.

Attach a File (optional)
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Attachment C: Public Comments and Feedback from Public Outreach

estes_board_of_realtors_boiler_plate.pdf
784.19 KB · PDF
Myths and facts of short-term rentals

By Estes Valley Board of Realtors
For the Trail-Gazette

As a group, the Estes Valley Board of REALTORS® take pride in our primary job responsibility of assisting Buyers and Sellers with the purchase and sale of property in the Estes Valley. Part of that responsibility is to help property owners understand and protect their property rights. As REALTORS®, we are acutely aware of current and ongoing Real Estate issues in Northern Colorado, and we would like to offer clarification and help with understanding these issues when possible. For this article, we would like to offer some myths and facts in regards to the hot topic of Short-Term Rentals (STR) in the Estes Valley. We would like to be remiss if we did not remind residents of the fact that Estes Park is has been a tourist town since Joel Estes founded our community in 1869.

Myth: All STR are just one big hot tub party and make a huge, negative impact on the neighbors.

Fact: The majority of STR renters rent without incident, not to say there haven’t been neighbors that have been inconvenience. The new rules and regulations are in place to keep this from happening.

Myth: STR create parking issues with multiple cars everywhere blocking the streets.

Fact: This may have happened in the past but many of the parking issues were because of a lack of supervision, and lack of enforcement. This has been addressed by the Town and County’s permit process and oversight which Estes Park and Larimer County have begun in earnest. There are now rules in place as to how many vehicles can be parked at a STR.

Myth: STR are not needed; why not just stay in a motel?

Fact: The type of person looking for a STR is probably not the same type of person that would rent a motel room as that is not the experience they are looking for and most motels are generally booked throughout the summer.

Myth: STR are a new phenomenon.

Fact: The Estes Valley has been doing STR since way back in the old days. Actually, before the town restricted accessory dwellings, local folks rented out bunk houses, barns and garages to vacationers staying for less than a couple weeks at a time. The lack of renting accessory dwellings has also really exaggerated the work force housing issue.

Myth: STR make people greedy which is why they do it.

Fact: STR are not as profitable as people think. Averaging out the year as a whole, and all the expenses like mortgage payments, other loans, insurance, taxes, cleaning fees, etc. most owners break even with income and expenses, many do not. In fact, many STR are primarily owned as vacation homes for the owner and to offset the cost they choose short term renting so they can enjoy the home and Estes Park when it is not being rented. Perhaps they are not ready to move here full time and this gets their foot in the door as a home owner in our community part time.

Ultimately, as a group of professionals who support Buyers and Sellers in the Estes Valley, we are talking about personal property rights, and restricting rights to ownership is not beneficial for a community that thrives on tourism dollars. If an HOA or Property Association decides to vote and enact provisions in their bylaws/declarations/rules & regulations to restrict STR, that is a part of the owner’s property rights they are buying into. The Town should be judicious in restricting this very important property right for all other owners. At this time there are 31 property owners on the Town’s waiting list to acquire a STR permit. We think it is easy to say there are many more folks that have decided to either not STR due to the intricacies or they have just decided to invest in STR or Real Estate in another town. The number of permits needs to be addressed as it is not truly reflecting the amount of folks looking to STR. There also are many folks that have purchased permits with no intention of renting but realize it is to their advantage to attach the permit to the property. This does not seem to be right either but due to the lack of permits and value it adds to the property it is occurring. Last but not least many folks are not quite ready to move to Estes; perhaps they have a couple years before retirement but still want to get their foot in the door of home ownership in Estes Park. To do this sometimes the best route is to buy the home then STR it so as to not tie it up as a long term rental would than they are able to enjoy it occasionally until they can move out full time. These potential assets to our community are being shut out by the current cap on STR.

As much as Estes Park needs workforce housing and affordable housing, Estes Park also needs STR for our economy, our visitors, and as an investment option for Buyers that are not quite ready to move here full time. This is an option that should remain available and viable.

Our main goal as REALTORS® is to find Buyer looking in this community, the property they are looking for and the legal rights to do what they would like with this property within the zoning and town guidelines.
Name *  
S. Victoria Santamaria

Email *  
lestat.exsanguinator@gmail.com

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?</td>
<td>I'm not sure what this means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?</td>
<td>I don't know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?</td>
<td>Please consider approving tiny houses (under 600 sq ft), including tiny houses both on wheels and on permanent foundations, as housing options. Small homes are easier to maintain and much more affordable than oversized (standard) housing. They are highly customisable to meet the needs of disabled and elderly residents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?</td>
<td>The biggest housing issue is unreasonably high prices, followed by a lack of space for new housing, and tiny house communities can solve both problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?</td>
<td>If tiny houses are approved as accessory dwelling units, or as mini neighbourhoods of their own, please make sure that they cannot be used as short term rentals or as bed and breakfasts. This takes away affordable housing from people who need it and causes headaches for neighbours (if there is a revolving door of strangers in the neighbourhood).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?</td>
<td>Affordable housing, preferably not rentals, should be a top priority. Tiny houses are priced within an achievable range for many low-income families and individuals, who could find stability and safety by owning their own home. More housing stability allows for a happier, more productive community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any other general comments?</td>
<td>I love the idea of tiny houses as ADUs, but I think the real way forward is to allow housing developments of tiny homes, on permanent foundations, as has been done in Salida. It is critical, though, to prevent builders from encouraging gentrification by building unreasonably expensive “premium” tiny houses. That would defeat the whole purpose of this type of community. I don't know if it's possible, but a rent-to-own tiny house community would serve a great many disadvantaged people, allowing working homeless and working poor people to achieve home-ownership.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?
Make sure to keep land and housing together. It is very difficult for farmers to manage land that they don’t live on. The connection is vital to the life of the farm.

What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?
Housing that exists at a good rate for farmworkers. Housing that is created with an understanding of the seasonality for the farming schedule.

What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?
To have financially successful farms that are here to feed and grow the community. Policies that allow creativity, that regulate the outcomes rather than the protocols. Policies that assist and are for the betterment of Boulder County land and its citizens. Policies that are thoughtful passed the inorganic structures of human land use codes. Do this by thinking about how farms can make money here would processing animals on farm, educational classes, Air BnB, adding value to there food help the farms and the community. Try not to separate these processes based on what we have deemed is appropriate to that land, rather look at whether these processes are helping or not. If they are promote them, if they are not then don’t allow them, but let there be an ability to try new ideas.

Please check box below *
● I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jeanine Tarrant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jolly8girl@yahoo.com">jolly8girl@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents? | Learn from Boulder’s mistakes. Preserve medium income housing for the middle class and working people. Avoid the temptation to change zoning allowing high rent apartments to replace existing affordable housing. |
| What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)? | medium income neighborhoods. |
| How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities? | Explore grants to repair and upgrade existing housing in low income areas. Make owners of rentals take responsible for maintaining their properties both inside and out. |

| Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County? | All are reasonable options if well maintained and if the focus is for the people, not for the profit. This has been a problem in neighboring communities. Don’t just talk about the need for affordable housing, actually build it! |
| What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize? | Protect the people. Be aware that our resources are limited. Open space is nice, but people need homes and we have a finite amount of land. Growth is important, but overgrowth can’t be reversed. |
| Please check box below | I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification |
Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

Yes! Allow renters who live in the property full time to manage a short term rental as a property manager for the owner, to help pay rent. That would be outstanding for making living in Boulder affordable and for ensuring that someone is always on the property and it’s not being run as a business with no owners or managers living on the property. For short term rentals, I’d love to see allowance for both owners and “managers” to run an Air BnB.

I do not recommend the option “trust” or “trust managers”. Owners will not take the time to set up a trust, but they will be much more likely to sign an application form that allows their tenants to use a room for an Air BnB.

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
<p>| How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents? | Offer tax credits for historic renovations of homes older than 30 years. Loosen parking requirements for new developments if they can provide access to mass transit on-site Assist seniors with co-housing options to share a home with another senior |
| What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)? | Small houses, senior living community, csa farms |
| How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities? | Require that new development be made smart home friendly (access to voice-based services to inform of medical issues and arrange for transportation and food delivery) |
| How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues? | City Center to City Center transit that is frequent, and reliable would be very helpful. Also, willingness to allow housing to be built above commercial structures. |
| Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County? | More home sharing options or programs like Silver Nest |
| What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize? | Diverse range of housing options located near transit routes (Bus, light rail, car-share) Services available for those who do not or cannot bike. |
| Please check box below | I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Teresa Hoffman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tchoffman@msn.com">tchoffman@msn.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?**

Boulder County should give a helping hand to people that have proven to be an asset to their community. They should not hinder people with rules and regulations that add tens of thousands of dollars to the process of upgrading existing houses.

**What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?**

Small, affordable, year-round rentals for younger residents.

Moderate homes for sale at reasonable prices for younger residents.

**How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?**

This should be done with great caution and care to avoid unintended consequences.

A low-income facility built in Estes Park is full of residents that moved from Loveland, Ft. Collins and other areas. Now, people that work in town cannot live in the low-income housing because it is filled with people that have moved in from other towns. These (formerly out-of-town) residents also put a strain on the emergency medical services and police services.

So, instead of solving a problem for the town, it has created more issues.

**How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?**

Find out what regulations cost homeowners problems and excessive cost.

Research whether these regulations have had the intended consequences. For example: Have they made homes safer? More efficient? Have they lessened the impact on the environment?

If research shows that things haven’t work out positively, consider changing the regulations. There’s no sense keeping a regulation that doesn’t work.

**Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?**

Any plan or tool should be used with caution.

For the unincorporated areas, a large overall plan does not seem to be the answer.

Change and growth should be done in small, managed increments, adapting as lessons are learned about what does and does not work.
What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?

Businesses' major goal is to make money and succeed. They don't need the government to reach their goals.

Clean water, air and land are much more important than any economic goal.

Do you have any other general comments?

Because of the Boulder County Land Use regulations (specifically for fire cisterns and upgrading septic systems), many people have not been able to afford to buy an existing home.

I know of five people that volunteer over a hundred hours each year at the Allenspark Fire Department as well as work at a full-time job or several part-time jobs that would like to purchase a home in Allenspark. The only thing standing in their way of owning a home are the very costly and difficult building requirements from Boulder County.

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics #13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name *</th>
<th>Klaus Holzapfel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email *</td>
<td><a href="mailto:me@klausholzapfel.com">me@klausholzapfel.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?**

I speak for the mountain communities. We have plenty of older homes that would get upgrades if the building code requirements were less stringent and would allow for incremental upgrades.

We need a special code subset for the mountain region. Our rules are made for Boulder City and its surroundings and often make little sense in our high country.

**What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?**

Again for the mountains:

We need affordable housing for first responders. There is a significant shortage of younger women and men that can help with rescue efforts (for tourists) in the mountains.

**How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?**

Limit short-term rentals (to one property). Loosen certain zoning/annexation laws.

**How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?**

Work towards common visions for cities and towns TOGETHER.

**Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?**

I’d work towards a couple of cost effective models incorporating new materials and processes. One size won’t fit all and we will also need different homes for code red zones than in the flatlands.

For the mountains I favor metal and concrete on the outside to make homes extremely fire and wind resistant.

**What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?**

The county should encourage efforts of communities to step up and solve their own problems (vs. always asking for help from the county).

The county should have a plan for all its regions that factors in climate change and population growth.

**What’s the vision for the 5k people in Western Boulder County?**

**How can we stop economic deterioration and start a process of restoration in that area?**
It would be beneficial to have an increased dialog about how the flatlands and the mountains are mutually beneficial to each other and how to better leverage this relationship: more opportunities to sell the visitors along the P2P Highway could lead to more economic resilience of that area.

Do you have any other general comments?

I live in the Boulder City but am closely affiliated with our mountain towns.

I feel that their voice is not properly represented. The economic power and the vast majority of the population is in the flat part of the county. Yet the mountain people help maintain our most valuable asset.

There is a lot of room for improvement in the dialog and I fully intend to be part of it.
Name * Jeffrey Smith
Email * jfrysmith@yahoo.com

**How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?**
The only way to preserve the existing stock is to allow for more supply so that developers do not feel a need to demolish existing properties in an effort to gain more density in existing multi-family parcels. Redevelopment adds value to properties but it is only a marginal benefit to the overall housing supply and takes existing housing offline for many months or years. There is great demand for housing in the City and County of Boulder, and rents in the area will justify development even at high costs, but those costs will be passed to the housing customer.

**What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?**
Market-rate multi-family. Again, more supply will reduce the demand for existing housing. There is currently no zone class in the County that allows for more than 9 dwelling units per acre. This is quite low density (single family production) and in order to address housing demand, the County needs a higher density zone class in specific areas. Parts of Gunbarrel are a start.

**How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?**
Work with the City to allow developers of market-rate communities density bonuses if they build permanently affordable on-site housing in new developments. There is currently zero benefit to developers to build on-site affordable, so they will always choose cash-in-lieu, which does not benefit anyone in the community. This can be done by allowing for up to 55' heights on multi-family developments in high-demand areas or reductions in open space requirements if on-site affordable is built concurrent with market rate housing. Developers WANT to help the housing cost issue in Boulder County and City, but currently have no incentive to do so.

**How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?**
Work with the City to stop imposing moratoriums on height and land use review cases so that developers are not pushed into Superior, Lafayette, Louisville, Longmont and Erie to add supply that meets demand. The only route for developers in unincorporated County is to build low density development, which uses more land for less supply.

**Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?**
See above.

**What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?**
Open space should be preserved – it is one of the hallmarks of Boulder and Boulder County. But the only way this will happen in the long term is to allow for higher density
development where it makes sense. This is predominantly a City issue as the push to stop development is completely antithetical to the desire for lower cost housing. The only way to meet the market demand to live in and around Boulder will be to go to County parcels to create the supply. The demand is not going to stop just because certain factions in the City want it to, and the surrounding communities will suffer as a result.

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Stephen Colby</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:scolby23@gmail.com">scolby23@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?**

Don't "preserve". Allow to evolve and increase density. Allow mixed housing types in all zones. Replace setback rules with corridor requirements between properties. Promote housing types that build with wall on corridor and multifamily buildings set against wall with interior court.

**What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?**

Small clustered co housing. See above. Population growth pressure will be substantial. Areas must be planned for eventual dense villages.

**How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?**

Co housing. Do not make housing ghettos for these folks. Inclusion. Incentives to co housing blocks as described above.

**How can Boulder County work with neighboring cities and towns to address housing issues?**

Transportation upgrades. Population of North I–25 corridor will explode. Park n Ride lots and BRT on Diagonal, Erie Parkway Isabel Valmont Pearl route, Hwy 7, Turnpike.

**Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?**

All of these options should be promoted. Single family homes that do not use the lot efficiently are a luxury we can no longer afford. Multiple units added to existing lots of wide variety and ad hoc pattern. Graceful infill to increase density of multi use clusters.

**What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?**

Employment sites adjacent to public transit. Small business incubators located in industrial/office areas. Aggressive re use of vacant office, shops, and industrial building.

**Do you have any other general comments?**

Biggest problem is public policy hubris regarding the ability to control and select what happens. Critically, all housing and business sites will change use over time. This should be accommodated by more flexibility in policy. Make land use controls more general to allow offices to become retail, then housing, then work shops, then back to office. Let mixed use rule. Another issue is population forecasts. With global climate change millions of households will be moving to the Front Range. Work aggressively to prevent sprawl by promoting density. We will not find healthy development and leadership in the clamor of popular democracy.

**Please check box below**

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents?</th>
<th>Treat housing size on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis so that rural properties near cities can be preserved as rural properties, not forced into a slow decline because people cannot remodel and do a reasonable enlargement so that owner occupants will want to live there and care for the land.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)?</td>
<td>housing that is attractive to middle income earners who can and will care for the land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities?</td>
<td>Stop taxing land at such high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?</td>
<td>Please prohibit short term rentals. These just price renters out of the market. ADU's seem to never go away. And the fact is there are already so many apartments inside of houses that are not considered separate unite because they do not have a full kitchen, that ADU's are not necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What economic goals and policies should Boulder County prioritize?</td>
<td>Preserve the land and the middle class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name *</th>
<th>Nancy Wagner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email *</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nanfanwag@yahoo.com">nanfanwag@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| How can Boulder County help to preserve existing housing stock for current and future residents? | Zoning to limit the size of new builds to exclude "prairie palaces." |

| What types of housing are missing from unincorporated Boulder County (areas outside of cities/towns)? | Quadplexes/multi-family buildings. However, it would be essential to locate these in proximity to public transportation. Building this sort of housing along the Diagonal would be an example. |

| How can Boulder County make existing and future housing more accessible to seniors and vulnerable populations such as low-income families and people with disabilities? | Property tax freezes for seniors. Public transport lines. Allow ADU for seniors who need on-site caregivers, whether or not the caregivers are family members. |

Do you have thoughts or suggestions on how specific housing tools or models (such as ADUs, short term rentals, manufactured housing, farm worker housing, etc.) can help address housing challenges in Boulder County?

Current ADU requirements seem too restrictive for the problems of our time. My husband and I have been Boulder residents for most of our lives and own a home on an agriculturally zoned acre in the county. We raised our (now adult) children here and one of them would like to return to the area. Purchasing housing in Boulder is nearly impossible for anyone of medium income. If we could put up a little house on our acre that he could live in, he would have a place. In the future, when we are aging and unable to function well on our own, he would be here to help us.

Why not update ADU regulations to include having a small LEEDS built home for family members? We could get rid of the current requirement that it could only be in the event of someone needing supervision or help immediately.

Please check box below *

- I acknowledge receipt of the Open Records Notification
Hi Matt and Nicole — Bonnie in the Planning department suggested I reach out to both of you. A few friends and I are interested in working with the County to explore the potential of an out of the box (and therefore out of current zoning codes) idea.

We are aware of the 35 acre minimum zoning in Boulder County as well as certain exemptions for specific additional buildings on land zones agricultural. We also understand that the initial reasons for this was to preserve the character of our land and prevent over-development. We are also very aware of the challenges of housing and livelihood in Boulder County for those within less resources, as well as for younger people. We also know that Boulder is looking at long-range sustainability and
locally sourced food, and think we might be part of the solution.

We are believers in multi-generational, sustainable land-based community living and have long been stymied by the apparently unsurmountable obstacles to doing such a project in Boulder County. Rather than just give up, we wanted to find out if we should even go further in our vision and economic model - or not. Is Boulder County indeed a dead end for creative multi-prong solutions that fall out of current zoning codes? Might some regulated flexibility be considered? As it stands now, almost every rural property that is not sold to another farmer, ends up supporting a McMansion or two or three. which contribute nothing to Boulder County’s long-range future.

We are envisioning a co-housing type model, which as you know, has been very successful in the City, as well as around the world. We would create a small cluster of modest size green homes with a central community house on land that could also have agricultural uses (or may already be zoned this way). We would work with and support young people to develop sustainable agriculturally-based businesses. Youth oriented educational opportunities would also be part of a longer range plan.

Depending on the acreage we might purchase, we might rent or purchase additional land nearby if our business model supported it. We are not developers but a small mixed generation group of friends and family, who have lived in Boulder for decades. We are looking at how we want to be living and how to create an inter-generational model that will live beyond us and continue contributing to the larger community.

Thanks for letting me know if this is even worth having a conversation about, or if zoning & planning departments are not prepared at this time to entertain new models of sustainability or consider a pilot project.
All the best, 
Judith Ansara
BCCP-18-0004 / BCCP-18-0005
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Attachment D: External Referral Comments

Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics)

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docket BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20**. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

- We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
- Letter is enclosed.

Signed

Capt Michele Goldman
Longmont Fire / Operations

Attachments
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element

No mention of ‘Fire Code’ reference. There are instances where the fire and Building Codes work together.

Deb Gardner County Commissioner
Elise Jones County Commissioner
Matt Jones County Commissioner
Land Use
Courthouse Annex • 2045 13th Street • Boulder, Colorado 80302 • Tel: 303.441.3930 • Fax: 303.441.4856
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 471 • Boulder, Colorado 80306 • www.bouldercounty.org

Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in dockets BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by Friday September 20. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.

Letter is enclosed.

Signed

Deborah Bachelder
Town of Erie

Attachments
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element
Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docket BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20**. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

X We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.

___ Letter is enclosed.

Signed

[Signature]

Printed Name

[Name]

Agency or Address

[Agency Name]

Attachments

A. Draft Updated Housing Element

B. Draft Updated Economics Element
Good afternoon Jose – the Lyons fire Dept. does not have any input relative to the plan update.

Thank you

Steve

Steven J. Pischke
Fire Marshal – Lyons Fire
Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics)

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docks BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20**. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

_____ We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
_____ Letter is enclosed.

Signed
Printed Name
Agency or Address

**Attachments**
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element

[Handwritten notes]

Deb Gardner County Commissioner  Elise Jones County Commissioner  Matt Jones County Commissioner

D6 of 21
SUBJECT: Section 404 of the Clean Water Act Initial Comments

To whom it concerns:

In accordance with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Section 404), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material, and any excavation associated with a dredged or fill project, either temporary or permanent in waters of the United States (WOUS). WOUS may include ephemeral, intermittent and perennial streams, wetlands, lakes, ponds, drainage ditches and irrigation ditches.

In order to determine if a discharge of fill material would occur in a WOUS, we recommend a wetland delineations be conducted in the field by a qualified environmental consultant that identifies any aquatic resource boundaries. A wetlands delineation identifies the aquatic resources and its boundaries on a project site and must be conducted using the methods outlined in the Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987) and Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: (using applicable Regional Supplement). Once the aquatic resources and its boundaries have been identified, the wetland delineation is not official unless verified by the Corps. Please note that the discharge of dredged or fill material into upland areas or non-jurisdictional aquatic resources does not require authorization from this office.

Nationwide Permits (NWP) authorize common types of fill activities in WOUS that will result in a minimal adverse effect to the environment. Descriptions of the 54 types of nationwide permit activities and their general conditions can be found on our website: https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory-Program/Colorado/. Some fill activities require a pre-construction notification to the Corps prior to any work. The pre-construction notification requirements are enclosed. Additionally, some types/sizes of work may require additional information or mitigation.

Regional General Permits (RGP) authorize specific types of fill activities in WOUS that will result in a minimal adverse effect to the environment. Descriptions of the 4 types of regional general permit activities and their general conditions can be found on our website: https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory-Program/Colorado/Regional-General-Permits/. These fill activities require notification to the Corps prior to starting work, and possibly other local or state agencies. Please note several of the RGP’s are applicant and location specific.

Individual permits authorize fill activities that are not covered under the NWP or RGP. This permit will be processed through the public interest review procedures, including public notice and receipt of comments. An alternative analysis must be provided with this permit action. The alternative analysis must contain an evaluation of environmental impacts for a range of alternatives. Other action alternatives should include other practicable alternatives (with regards to cost, logistics, and technology) that meet the overall project purpose. The alternatives could include offsite alternatives and alternative designs. When evaluating individual permit applications, the Corps can only issue a permit for the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA). In some cases, the LEDPA may not be the applicant's preferred action. The individual permit application form and form instructions can be found
Pre-Construction Notification (PCN) Requirements

(Nationwide Permit General Condition No. 32 from the January 6, 2017 Federal Register)

US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District, Denver Regulatory Office
9307 South Wadsworth Blvd, Littleton, CO 80128
Phone: (303) 979-4120

Contents of Pre-Construction Notification:
The PCN must be in writing and include the following information:

(1) Name, address and telephone numbers of the prospective permittee;

(2) Location of the proposed project;

(3) Identify the specific NWP or NWP(s) the prospective permittee want to use to authorize the proposed activity;

(4) A description of the proposed activity; the activity’s purpose; direct and indirect adverse environmental effects the activity would cause, including the anticipated amount of loss of wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters expected to result from the NWP activity, in acres, linear feet, or other appropriate unit of measure; a description of any proposed mitigation measures intended to reduce the adverse environmental effects caused by the proposed activity; and any other NWP(s), regional general permit(s), or individual permit(s) used or intended to be used to authorize any part of the proposed project or any related activity, including other separate and distant crossings for linear projects that require Department of the Army authorization but do not require pre-construction notification. The description of the proposed activity and any proposed mitigation measures should be sufficiently detailed to allow the district engineer to determine that the adverse environmental effects of the activity will be no more than minimal and to determine the need for compensatory mitigation or other mitigation measures. For single and complete linear projects, the PCN must include the quantity of anticipated losses of wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters for each single and complete crossing of those wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters. Sketches should be provided when necessary to show that the activity complies with the terms of the NWP. (Sketches usually clarify the activity and when provided results in a quicker decision. Sketches should contain sufficient detail to provide an illustrative description of the proposed activity (e.g., a conceptual plan), but do not need to be detailed engineering plans);

(5) The PCN must include a delineation of wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters, such as lakes and ponds, and perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, on the project site. Wetland delineations must be prepared in accordance with the current method required by the Corps. The permittee may ask the Corps to delineate the special aquatic sites and other waters on the project site, but there may be a delay if the Corps does the delineation, especially if the project site is large or contains many wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters. Furthermore, the 45 day period will not start until the delineation has been submitted to or completed by the Corps, as appropriate;

(6) If the proposed activity will result in the loss of greater than 1/10-acre of wetlands and a PCN is required, the prospective permittee must submit a statement describing how the mitigation requirement will be satisfied, or explaining why the adverse environmental effects are no more than minimal and why compensatory mitigation should not be required. As an alternative, the prospective permittee may submit a conceptual or detailed mitigation plan.
Land Use
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Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in dockets BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at ewiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by Friday September 20. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

☐ We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
☐ Letter is enclosed.

Signed

Printed Name
R. K tender Reski

Agency or Address
ELDORA MTN. RESORT 2861 LAKE ELDOARA ST, 2861 LAKE ELDOARA ST

Attachments
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element

Deb Gardner County Commissioner

Elise Jones County Commissioner

Matt Jones County Commissioner
Jose and Christy,

This is in response to the request for our comments concerning the referenced project. We appreciate the opportunity to review this proposal and have no comment, as this project does not concern major drainage features. We do not need to receive any future submittals on this project.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Thanks,
Land Use
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Attachment D: External Referral Comments

Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005: Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docket BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by Friday September 20. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

X We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.

Signed

Printed Name

Agency or Address

Attachments
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element

Deb Gardner County Commissioner

Elise Jones County Commissioner

Matt Jones County Commissioner
September 16, 2019

Jose Ruano, Planner I  
Christy Wisemen, Planner I  
Boulder County Land Use  
P.O. Box 471  
Boulder, CO 80306

RE: Docket BCCP-18-004 & BCCP-18-005: Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Element Update

Dear Christy and Jose,

Thank you for sending the referral concerning the housing and economics element updates to the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). The City of Longmont is excited to see these amended changes that further support the Guiding Principles of the BCCP.

The BCCP’s Housing and Economics guiding principles align with the policy framework established in the Envision Longmont Multimodal & Comprehensive Plan. Further, the City appreciates that these proposed amendments reflect the need for a diverse housing stock and a “balanced approach to achieve a vital regional economy” (E.G1 Values).

We identified several areas within the Housing and Economics Goals and Policies of the BCCP that support Envision Longmont:

**Housing Goal 3. Act on Values: Boulder County’s housing-related regulations and decisions reflect the county’s values and the Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Plan:** These policies around housing types and affordability correspond to the Envision Guiding Principle 1 “Livable Centers, Corridors, and Neighborhoods,” particularly our policies related promoting a mix of sustainable land uses and housing types (G1.2E).

**Economics Goal 3. Preserve and Enhance Local Assets:** These policies (3.01-3.03) tie nicely with the policies in Envision Longmont under Guiding Principle 6, which detail key elements of a sustainable and resilient economy.
While reviewing the amended housing goals and policies, we also had a few questions and points for clarification:

3.03 Location of Affordable Housing: The County mentions Community Service Areas as appropriate areas for locations for affordable housing. It might be helpful to have greater definition for these areas and include a map. It was not clear from the text in the plan how these areas have been identified. In addition, the City would encourage the County to develop policies that ensure affordable housing is not concentrated in a single area; instead, affordable housing should be dispersed throughout the County.

3.05 Accessory Dwelling Units: The City of Longmont would like to see more information on ADU requirements and where they fit within the County’s zoning and defined areas. The City of Longmont has allowed ADU’s in our residential zoning districts for several years. We continue to encourage these in appropriate areas as part of our overall housing strategy and would encourage the County to look at additional options for ADUs.

In conclusion, The City of Longmont generally supports these draft goals and policies and appreciates the BCCP’s stewardship and approach with intergovernmental collaboration (E.G 2.02). The City has been involved in the Regional Affordable Housing Plan, and we are excited to continue partnering to advance that strategy. Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on these draft amendments. Should you have any questions, please contact me at 303-774-4308 or jade.krueger@longmontcolorado.gov.

Sincerely,

E. Jade Krueger
Associate Planner

CC: Erin Fosdick, Principal Planner
    Kathy Fedler, Housing & Community Investment Manager
    Karen Roney, Community Services Director
    Joni Marsh, Planning and Development Services Director
Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: [http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics](http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics)

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docket BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20**. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

- ✔️ We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
- ___ Letter is enclosed.

Signed

**Cmdr. Mike Wagner**
Boulder County Sheriff's Office

Printed Name

Agency or Address

**Boulder County Sheriff’s Office**

**Attachments**

A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element
Dockets BCCP-18-0004 & BCCP-18-0005:
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing & Economics Elements Update

Staff Leads: Jose Ruano (Economics Element), Christy Wiseman (Housing Element)

August 28, 2019

Dear Stakeholder/Interested Party,

The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in dockets BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20**. Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

___ X ___ We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
___ X ___ Letter is enclosed.

Signed ______________________________________________________________
Printed Name __________________________________________________________
Agency or Address ______________________________________________________

Attachments
A. Draft Updated Housing Element
B. Draft Updated Economics Element
September 91, 2019

Boulder County Land Use
PO Box 471
Boulder, CO 80306

Attn: Jose Ruano and Christy Wiseman

Re: Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing and Economics Elements Update, Case #s BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005

Public Service Company of Colorado’s (PSCo) Right of Way & Permits Referral Desk has reviewed the documentation for Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Housing and Economics Elements Update and has no apparent conflict, contingent upon PSCo’s ability to maintain all existing rights and this amendment should not hinder our ability for future expansion, including all present and any future accommodations for natural gas transmission and electric transmission related facilities.

Donna George
Right of Way and Permits
Public Service Company of Colorado dba Xcel Energy
Office: 303-571-3306 – Email: donna.l.george@xcelenergy.com
The purpose of this referral is to solicit comments on the draft updated Housing and Economics elements of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan (BCCP). More information can be found on the docket webpage: http://bit.ly/bccp-housing-economics

The Land Use Department is updating both the Housing and the Economics elements of the BCCP in docket BCCP-18-0004 and BCCP-18-0005. The current Housing and Economics elements of the BCCP are from 1983 and 1987, respectively. Both elements can benefit from a review and update to reflect the county’s policy vision in light of current conditions. Draft updated policies and goals balance and reflect the Guiding Principles of the BCCP as a whole (e.g., maintaining a compact development pattern, preserving the environment and rural character, and supporting social equity); best practices from peer jurisdictions; and public input gathered through a variety of outreach activities.

Drafts of both elements were presented to the Board of County Commissioners and Planning Commission (PC) at a joint study session on May 30, 2019. Going forward, staff will address comments received in response to this referral before presenting a final version of both elements to PC at its October meeting with a recommendation for approval.

The Land Use staff, County Commissioners, and Planning Commissioners value comments from individuals and referral agencies. Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter or email with your comments. All comments will be made part of the public record.

If you have any questions regarding the Housing element update, please contact Christy Wiseman at cwiseman@bouldercounty.org or 720-564-2623. If you have any questions regarding the Economics element update, please contact Jose Ruano at jruano@bouldercounty.org or 303-441-3922.

Please return responses to the relevant above email address by **Friday September 20.** Late responses will be reviewed as the process permits.

We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.

Signed

Printed Name **Gary Kenneth Reed, President**

Agency or Address **BOULDER TECH CENTER OWNERS ASSOCIATION**

**Attachment D: External Referral Comments**
Hello Christy. Thank you for sending us the Housing and Economics information regarding the update to the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan. I have some comments and questions regarding the housing section.

Regarding the goals and policies and specifically 1.01, 1.02 and 1.06, it’s important to recognize the needs for diverse housing types, preservation of existing housing, and innovation and evolution of housing solutions in the mountain communities.

How will County Regulations “align with these values” as stated in 2.01? What Tools and Programs as mentioned in 2.02 will be utilized to “ensure affordability and accessibility” in the mountain communities?

How will the County encourage “feasible rehabilitation of existing residential structures” and “bring non-conforming residential structures to compliance” in our mountain towns? These are lofty goals and it would be helpful to understand how these will be realized.

I appreciate your time and consideration.

Karen Gerrity
Nederland Town Administrator
303-258-3266 ext 1010
kareng@nederlandco.org
On behalf of the Human Service Alliance, a consortium of over 50 non-profit Human Service Agencies in Boulder County we are pleased to submit some comments for consideration on the Housing section:

There are several human service-related issues relevant to the Housing section of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan, most notably:

**Housing affordability.** The draft language identifies this issue as a key issue. While there is a place holder regarding the Regional Affordable Housing Plan, it will be important to identify the specific goals and number of units that unincorporated areas, including existing unincorporated areas that are part of municipal planning reserves, have as a target to add to the overall County stock of affordable housing.

**ADUs.** Section 1.04 and 3.05 could more explicitly call for slight increases in densities on existing rural properties to promote ADUs that allow for seniors to age in place and provide for lower density additions of affordable units. If fact 2.03 reads as if this priority is to move seniors into denser settlements.

**Mobile Homes** are the last market-based stock of affordable housing in the County. The draft recognizes the importance of maintaining not only the stock but its affordability and should consider targets to selectively expand this stock.

**Structure Rehabilitation.** The goal of preserving existing stock via upgrading substandard stock should be treated with caution given the large stock of mountain cabins and rural buildings that provide extremely low cost housing. This should be done with the goal of not displacing residents through repair/rehabilitation grants rather than evictions.

**Accessibility.** Housing should meet the accessibility needs of the disabled population, both in design standards as well as access to information, ease of home-based services etc.

**Engagement.** Para 4.02 would benefit from a more specific reference to cultural diversity and our Spanish-speaking population.

**There were a couple of elements in the previous version** which had a stronger social equity lens and have been replaced with more generic language. For example, HO 1.03 rewrite proposals lose the idea of economically feasible. We suggest adding language that impact on housing affordability should be taken into account. HO 1.08 called for an outcome of ‘good social and economic mix of families through a broad range of prices and rents’. This economic diversity lens is lost in the proposed revisions in 1.01 and 1.02.

We are very happy to see the emphasis on affordability, but in general feel that stronger language and targets around affordable housing, aging in place, diversity of housing stock and acknowledgement of cultural diversity of rural residents would better reflect the issues people are currently facing.

--

Julie Van Domelen (she, her, hers)
*Executive director*
*direct: 303.951.7665*
From: Van Domelen, Julie  
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2019 5:11 PM  
To: Ruano, Jose <jruano@bouldercounty.org>  
Cc: Nikki McCord <nikki@mcconsultgroup.com>  
Subject: Human Service Alliance (HSA) Comments on Economics Elements Section of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan Inbox x

On behalf of the Human Service Alliance, a consortium of over 50 non-profit Human Service Agencies in Boulder County we are pleased to submit some comments for consideration on the Housing section:

There are several human service-related issues relevant to the Economic Element section of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan, most notably:

**Background Section.** The background would benefit from some additional assessment of issues of the rural and unincorporated economy, including rural income inequality, low wages for rural and agricultural production, the need for economic diversification of small farmers, etc. A mention of employment, type and economic contribution of industries located in unincorporated Boulder County, number and type of business licenses, tourism economic contribution, etc. would provide a more solid basis for developing and justifying the Economics Elements section.

**Home-based businesses:** Consider adding a para after 3.03 to include policies that allow for the expansion of home-based business. These are often low impact human services (e.g. home care, health and wellness, telecommuters, etc.) that can generate employment and services and can help diversify the rural economy.

**Preserving and growing the economic base:** To address income inequality and develop the rural economy, the previous wording of section EC 1.06 was better in line with sustainable economic development best practice in its wording ‘importance of retaining and expanding existing business’. We suggest retaining this wording rather than the more watered down version ‘help small businesses’.

**General and light industrial areas:** Unincorporated Boulder County currently includes several general and light industrial areas. These provide an important economic base for better paying manufacturing and industrial jobs. Future development and redevelopment should seek to preserve this employment base with a focus on their contribution to building a sustainable economy in Boulder County. In the current version the previous citation about industry (F.6) is eliminated with the new version only mentioning commercial and utility services. F.4 and F.5 have also been reworked to remove mention of industry, even light industry.

In general, while perhaps this is not the intention, there seems to be a weakening of language about retaining and improving employment and income opportunities in unincorporated Boulder County. We would like to see more explicit and aspirational language about the role of unincorporated Boulder County in contributing to employment, income and economic opportunity particularly for lower-income residents.

As current Chair of the HSA, thank you for your consideration.

--
Hi Christy,

The new language looks great – what an improvement over the current text! You’ve done excellent work.

My only serious concern is 3.03 Location of Affordable Housing. This is a slippery slope and will open the door to challenges when siting affordable housing. It implies that there are areas where “those” people should not live. Affordable housing is appropriate anywhere housing is appropriate, period! Nicole and Dale should know exactly what I am trying to convey here, hopefully.

Two comments:

1. You may want to clarify the difference between affordable and permanently affordable housing. Some housing may currently be affordable, but without some sort of permanent affordability covenant or agreement – it may not be affordable in the future. Therefore, you may only want to give policy preferences to housing that is permanently affordable.

2. I understand what you are trying to do here “3.07.03. Boulder County explores opportunities for allowing a range of small-scale, low-impact manufactured housing that may be more energy efficient and resilient to natural hazards than traditional mobile homes.” -- but manufactured housing refers to a specific housing type. You may want to add “manufactured, modular or other housing.”

If you have questions on either of these, please just let me know.

Jay
The primary purpose of the Boulder County Housing Authority is to encourage and support housing of good quality and adequate size for all families in the communities and rural areas where they presently live and work. If the private sector of the economy, alone, in unable to provide such housing at a reasonable cost to low and moderate income families, then it is the duty of the Boulder County Housing Authority to secure the necessary housing through available federal, state, local government and/or a combination of public-private sector cooperative projects where workable and in the best interest of low income housing needs. Furthermore, it is the intent of the following policies to move toward the attainment of the residential goal statements of the Comprehensive Plan. To achieve this purpose and intent, the policies of the Boulder County Housing Authority are set forth.

**Housing Policies**

HO 1.01 The housing needs for low and moderate income families and senior citizens in Boulder County shall be determined periodically.

HO 1.02 Federal, state, local government and/or public cooperative effort housing programs should be utilized to meet the housing needs of low and moderate income families and senior citizens. These programs should include the construction of new units, utilization of existing units, and the renovation of sub-standard units.

HO 1.03 Standard housing should be maintained at that level and substandard housing should be improved to standard condition if it appears economically feasible. If housing units are dilapidated and unsuitable for rehabilitation, the units should be removed from the housing stock.
HO 1.04 Special attention should be directed to providing for dispersal of housing for low and moderate income families and low income senior citizens throughout the residential areas of the county with due consideration to other elements of the county Comprehensive Plan and the availability of water and sewer service, fire protection, public transportation, employment, shopping, schools, social services, and recreational activities.

HO 1.05 The enactment of state enabling legislation should be encouraged allowing counties to adopt a housing code and/or Warranty of Habitability, and other legislation enabling the Housing Authority to achieve its long range goals.

HO 1.06 Legislation and policies that enhance equal housing opportunities shall be encouraged and supported, including but not limited to:

HO 1.06.01 The elimination of discrimination against any person because of sex, race, color, religion, marital status, or national origin with regard to the sale, financing or rental of housing.

HO 1.06.02 The elimination of exclusionary or discriminatory practices in zoning, development, and construction.

HO 1.06.03 The development of programs to provide tax relief to low income families and low income senior citizens.

HO 1.06.04 The provision of adequate public transportation service for low and moderate income families and senior citizens.

HO 1.07 The use of energy conservation and innovative home building techniques in order to reduce construction and/or operating costs without sacrificing safety or desirability of the housing shall be encouraged and supported. When appropriate, the revision or adoption of building and housing codes will be encouraged to meet this objective. For county Housing Authority projects, a preference will be given to developers and contractors that utilize such techniques.

HO 1.08 Zoning, planned unit development regulations, and building codes should be promoted to provide quality residential developments of innovative design that offer a good social and economic mix of families through a broad range of prices and rents.

HO 1.09 The efficient and effective management of housing units owned by the Housing Authority, and proper administration of the Housing Assistance programs should be ensured.

HO 1.10 Housing counseling services, advice, and assistance concerning housing problems to consumers shall be provided.
The Boulder County Comprehensive Plan recognizes that each of the 11 municipalities has developed its own goals concerning such issues as rate of growth, desirable land use types and patterns of development, service financing mechanisms and economic development incentives. Many of the stated goals of these municipalities appear similar. The municipalities recognize the value of seeking a balance between housing and job opportunities within their respective cities. Each municipality has developed an individual approach to the land use issues mentioned above and to the programs or other actions aimed at achieving a desirable balance and a stable, healthy economy. A majority of municipalities are involved also in efforts to increase sales tax revenues and encourage local spending by citizens. It is clear that within the areas projected for urban development adequate land and services are being planned to accommodate future economic development, whether one foresees rapid increases or a more moderate growth rate.

Another significant component in both the county Comprehensive Plan and a majority of the municipal plans and programs is recognition of the importance of environmental factors, natural and cultural amenities or “quality of life” issues to the health of the economy. The Boulder County economy has benefitted from its legacy of careful land use decisions and its national and state parks and forests and the open space and park acquisitions of the county and various municipalities, notably the City of Boulder. These attributes, together with the presence and resources of the University of Colorado and the local market for products and services, are vital to the county’s economic health.

The following economic goals and policies were revised and expanded in 1987 in conjunction with development of a background Economic Element. They are intended to be used in conjunction with the Design of the Regional Goals A.1 - A.4.
Goals, Policies, and Maps

Policies

EC 1.01 The county shall obtain and retain current and relevant economic statistics and other information, including data on major industries and employers county-wide, and in the unincorporated area, data on the agricultural, forestry and tourism industries, for the purpose of assessing the employment and economic status of the county and success in moving in the direction of Goal A.4 and the Plan’s “economic conditions” goal statements.

EC 1.02 The county shall promote the preservation and enhancement of its major assets in attracting new employers: special features of the natural environment, high quality educational and scientific resources, low levels of environmental pollution, sound land use planning and a strong sense of community and neighborhood identity.

EC 1.03 The county shall encourage economic development activities which will help provide additional employment opportunities and adequate incomes for Boulder County residents. The county shall work with the municipalities, public, non-profit, and private sector organizations to assure that economically disadvantaged residents of the county participate in the additional employment and income opportunities resulting from its economic development activities.

EC 1.04 The county shall function as a resource of land use information for the municipalities within its borders and other entities concerned with its economic health, stability and development.

EC 1.05 The county shall assist municipalities with their economic development efforts upon request and in keeping with the other goals and policies of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan.

EC 1.06 In its economic development efforts, including support or assistance to municipalities, the county shall recognize the importance of retaining and expanding existing businesses and industries, the significance of small firms and both the benefits and potential drawbacks of attracting new support businesses and industries.

EC 1.07 The county shall recognize the importance of tourism and recreation to the local economy and shall encourage the provision of urban and non-urban services and facilities necessary for the continuation and expansion of these activities, consistent with other goals and policies of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan.

EC 1.08 The county shall support the University of Colorado as a catalyst for economic activity within the area.

EC 1.09 The county shall encourage public/private cooperation in addressing the County’s economic goals and objectives.
In shaping and navigating our future, Boulder County supports the following Guiding Principles:

1. Consider and weigh the interconnections among social, environmental, and economic areas in all decisions.

2. Encourage and promote the respectful stewardship and preservation of our natural systems and environment by pursuing goals and policies that achieve significant reductions in our environmental footprint.

3. Create policies and make decisions that are responsive to issues of social equity, fairness, and access to community resources for all county residents.

4. Encourage and support a dynamic, stable, and flexible local economy that distinguishes between urban and rural economies, and directs uses to appropriate locations.

5. Maintain the rural character and function of the unincorporated area of Boulder County by protecting environmental resources, agricultural uses, open spaces, vistas, and the distinction between urban and rural areas of the county.

6. Encourage and promote regional cooperation and coordination in working with other entities and jurisdictions.

7. Actively engage the public in the planning process.
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RESOLUTION 2017-119

A RESOLUTION TO ADOPT THE BOULDER COUNTY REGIONAL HOUSING STRATEGY EXPANDING ACCESS TO DIVERSE HOUSING FOR THE COMMUNITY

WHEREAS, Boulder County is in a housing crisis pressured by restrained supply and built up demand resulting in home prices and rents that are unaffordable; and,

WHEREAS, the social, economic and environmental well-being of the community is enhanced when workforce housing is available, and existing residents with changing or special housing needs are served; and,

WHEREAS, evidence demonstrates safe and stable housing is an essential social determinant of physical and mental health and well-being; and,

WHEREAS, diverse housing types and housing affordability supports social and economic diversity, increases public safety, expands availability of social services, and reduces environmental impacts; and,

WHEREAS, the housing affordability challenge is regional and is shared by each jurisdiction; and,

WHEREAS, regional cooperation and joint action is needed to produce additional accessible and affordable housing and distribute it across the county where affected populations live and work; and,

WHEREAS, Boulder County communities and residents are committed to and have made strong investments in housing affordability; and,

WHEREAS, Boulder County is committed to working throughout the County and with its neighboring cities and towns to collectively create and dedicate the resources needed to successfully govern and implement the regional housing plan utilizing a range of tools and policies to aggressively address the housing needs of the community.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOULDER COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS THAT:

Boulder County hereby adopts the Boulder County Regional Housing Partnership’s Priorities and Strategies for Expanding Access to Diverse Housing for the Community, including the recommended goals for percent of affordable housing stock by 2035, and pledges to support regional actions to create and preserve housing affordability while implementing local housing strategies that address the housing affordability needs of Boulder County, thus benefiting the Boulder County region as a whole."
ADOPTED this 26 day of October, 2017.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
OF BOULDER COUNTY

Deb Gardner, Chair

Cindy Domenico, Vice Chair

Clerk to the Board

Elise Jones, Commissioner